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ABSTRACT
My dissertation research at St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation places landscape at the
forefront of analysis in order to tell a story of power and conflict over rights and claims to
belonging in one of the most profitable British colonies during the era of emancipation. I
spent years completing archaeological and ethnohistorical research at this popular
national heritage site to learn how the transition from slavery to emancipation occurred
on the ground, and to provide a comparative analysis of the tenantry system as it
developed locally in the Caribbean region. I conceived the concept of a landscape of
racialized ownership to stress the interconnected processes of dispossession and
racialization attempted through the enclosure movement, which led to the formation of a
landless working class on both sides of the Atlantic. By excavating processes of
dispossession and local responses to it through the lens of anthropological archaeology,
I make explicit complex relationships among boundaries, belonging, law, and private
property in land. In doing so, I investigate connections between peoples who are
differently marked by global forces—including slavery, abolition, industrialization, and
capitalism.
Specifically, my analysis of the tenantry system and enduring chattel house shows how
the cultural terms of belonging are historically interwoven with property relations.
Property, and how it is culturally constructed, is almost entirely absent in scholarly
studies of people that were at best considered victims in colonial property regimes. I
argue that archaeologists can, and indeed should, analyze property ownership by
African Diasporans with anthropological and Africanist centered approaches to expose
how racial identities and property rights continue to operate in the present-day.
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Chapter One: Property, Race, and Belonging in Colonial Barbados
1.1 Introduction
Emancipation from the institution of chattel slavery led to the construction of racialized
landscapes at an alarming rate across the British colonial empire. My archaeological study
examines how this occurred locally at St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation in Barbados.
Specifically, I highlight how the construction of racial identities resulted in the
materialization of property regimes during the emancipation era, from 1780-1840. When
the Slavery Abolition Act of 1833 abolished slavery throughout the British Empire1 on a
gradual basis lasting until August 1, 1838, over 700,000 people in the West Indies were
legally declared free (Finkelman and Miller 1999: 293) including an estimated 80,000
individuals in the extensive sugar-producing colony of Barbados (Levy 1980: 3). Most of
these individuals could not obtain land ownership after emancipation, due to the sugar
planters’ monopoly of both the legislative apparatus and the island's land resources (Gibbs
1987). This resulted in the relocation of emancipated persons from the original villages of
the enslaved to the periphery of the plantations in newly designed tenantry settlements,
where the visual images of racial domination and authority were displayed across much of
the island. The visible structures of racial segregation in Barbados were so pervasive, and
of such long duration, that they appeared ‘natural’.

An additional 60,000 individuals in Mauritius and South Africa were emancipated as part of the Act, with the
exceptions "of the Territories in the Possession of the East India Company", the "Island of Ceylon" and "the
Island of Saint Helena"; where emancipation did not occur until 1843.

1

1

The widespread normalization of landscapes rooted in race is a result of racism being
deeply embedded in a society’s ways and systems of knowing (Milner 2007: 390). This is
the case in Barbados as it is in other postcolonial nations, where the pervasiveness of
racial segregation leads to ever-growing disparities in health, education, and socialeconomic systems. I use the concept of race within a spatial context throughout this
dissertation to shed light on the co-construction of racialized identities alongside the
racialization of place. My research thus focuses on the shared logics of private property
ownership that have been central to the development of racial capitalism. I use racial
capitalism--broadly defined here as the process of receiving social and economic value
from the racial identity of another person (Robinson [1983] 2001) --to shed light on the
techniques of othering and exclusion that utilize the logics of race. In doing so, I hope to
bring awareness to a broad understanding that capitalism cannot be fixed in a way that
allows human beings to all be equal (Robinson [1983] 2001).
Using an intellectual framework grounded in racial capitalism, my archaeological case
study helps answer the question: What makes a plantation tenantry in the Caribbean, and
Barbados specifically, different from or similar to tenantries in Britain or other colonies?
How did tenantries structure people along lines of race, class, and gender? To answer
these questions, I sketch out a preliminary connection between emancipation and
racialized landscapes at both the macro- and microscale, comparing how the
Enlightenment philosophy of Improvement resulted in landscapes of enclosure in Britain
and the tenantry system in Barbados. I use the word ‘Improvement’ to refer to a cultural
milieu that developed in England during the seventeenth century, which intertwined the
role of capitalism in agricultural Improvement and scientific racism (Eze 1997; Orser 2005;
2

Tarlow 2007). The ideology and practice of Improvement shaped the core features of land
ownership in settler colonies (Bhandar 2018). The law of preemption further allowed
settlers to obtain ownership by staking out territory through cadastral survey and
Improving land through agriculture. Indigenous people were perceived as lacking the
rational capacity for Improvement, which designated them as inferior and their lands as
waste. Charles Orser (2005: 394-395) demonstrates this in his archaeological research on
early nineteenth-century Ireland, observing how the Enlightenment project of Improvement
constituted an important structuring mechanism that openly employed symbolic violence.
Similar to the notion of hegemony, the central tenet of Improvement philosophy in Orser’s
analysis was a conception of the land consciously refashioned to simultaneously increase
its value and to transform the human condition. This cross-cutting ethic in British cultural
life was most dominant between the mid-eighteenth and the mid-nineteenth century, and it
informed many domains of social action across the Empire that are identifiable in the
archaeological record (Tarlow 2007). Of particular interest here is one of the best
documented areas of Improvement--agriculture and the enclosure of common fields.
There are many similarities in Barbados tenantries which can be traced to the enclosure
movement in Britain. To compare these practices as observed in the archaeological and
historical record at St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation, I draw on three main overlapping
themes of Improvement as evidenced in the cultural landscape, including: property
ownership, formal and informal legal systems, and the built environment—especially
Barbadian vernacular architecture in the post-emancipation era. Therefore, I analyze the
cultural landscape at St. Nicholas Abbey as a place where social constructs based on
historically situated ideas of race and difference are constructed, and challenged, in the
3

production of property and racialized subjects. Landscape here becomes a fabric of visual
cues that structure social relationships and land use within a particular place.
My analysis of the tenantry system shows how the cultural terms of belonging are
historically interwoven with property relations. Property, and how it is culturally
constructed, is almost entirely absent in scholarly studies of people that were at best
considered victims in colonial property regimes. To remedy this, I argue that
archaeologists can--and indeed should--analyze property ownership by African
Diasporans with anthropological and Africanist centered approaches to expose how racial
identities and property rights continue to operate in the present-day (Penningroth 2003;
Guyer 2004).
1.2 Arriving to the Field and Defining the Problem
Research for this dissertation primarily occurred seasonally during 2008 to 2012, with all
long-term archaeological fieldwork completed through a field school at St. Nicholas Abbey
directed by Frederick H. Smith and carried out by students from William & Mary in
Williamsburg, VA. St. Nicholas Abbey is one of the oldest sugar estates in Barbados and
it is the country’s premier cultural heritage site (Smith 2019: 133). Archaeological
investigations began in 2006 with the aim of growing a research program centered on the
lives of the enslaved workers and post-emancipation tenants. Smith and the several
students who have worked on this important project, including myself, hope to contribute
to an inclusive people-centered archaeology that highlights the diversity of people that
historically developed this popular heritage site (Smith 2019; see also Bergman 2010;
Chambers 2015; Devlin 2008; Mocklin 2009).
4

I spent several summers at St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation conducting archaeological
and ethnohistorical fieldwork to learn how the transition from slavery to emancipation
occurred on the ground, at different settlement sites at St. Nicholas Abbey. St. Nicholas
Abbey attracts hundreds of thousands of visitors and encompasses over 400 acres of
undulating sugar cane fields, lush tropical gullies, mahogany forests and formal gardens.
The owners continue to grow sugarcane using traditional methods and process it in the
on-site factory to create boutique rum. It is located in the rural, northeastern parishes of St.
Peter and St. Andrew (Figure 1).

On arriving, my research questions were functional. I wanted to determine the locations of
multiple settlement sites for laborers at St. Nicholas Abbey. I hoped to differentiate
between where the free versus captive laborers lived on the plantation. Much like Handler
and Lange in their landmark study, Plantation Slavery in Barbados (1978), I was frustrated
by a lack of concrete ruins that could be definitively traced back to domestic sites of the
colony’s enslaved peoples. Like them I also relied heavily on oral history to help discern
temporal and cultural patterns within the overwhelming quantity of mass-produced
European material culture discovered during archaeological reconnaissance at these sites,
as it became obvious that traditional archaeological methods alone were insufficient. I
suspect this was due to a unique post-emancipation characteristic of Barbados that Mintz
identified in his regional analysis of reconstituted Caribbean peasantries.

5

Figure 1: Location of St. Nicholas Abbey in the northern parishes of St. Peter and St. Andrew.

6

Mintz showed that the formerly enslaved in Barbados could not become small-scale
farmers independent of plantation production because of a lack of available land, and
instead immediately adapted to wage labor following emancipation (Mintz et al 1979:
230). The consequence of this peculiarity is that the emancipation experience has
been fundamentally glossed over in Barbados. This changed my initial research
questions so that my dissertation aims to begin correcting this neglect. In addition,
investigation of the emancipation era also resulted in new ways of thinking about
archaeological assemblages that were jumbled in a mixture of slavery and wage labor
regimes that do not fit typical or discrete spatial categories, nor chronologies developed in
our narratives about race or class.
Rather than the traditional focus on anthropological subjects who resisted capitalism and
lived outside of it, or the similar search for the ‘purity’ of whole cultures supposedly
undifferentiated by larger global processes, my attention shifted towards the system of
enclosure and the development of the global working class beginning in the late
eighteenth century, which occurred on both sides of the Atlantic. Now, I seek to contribute
to a better understanding of the complex connections between dispossession and
racialization of diverse peoples across the English empire. Whereas Mintz’s
preoccupation with the category “peasant” kept his attention on the emergence of smallscale agricultural units, some for commerce but mainly for subsistence, the flat landscape
across much of Barbados and the deep-seated hold of the plantation system made the
emergence of such small units virtually impossible. Therefore, in Barbados large
plantations endured as the dominant land units of production, even as other factors
changed. To grasp this, my research examines how colonial property regimes and racial
7

identities were co-constructed during the late period of slavery when tenantries were
rapidly appearing across the Barbadian plantation landscape.
During archaeological fieldwork at the plantation, I became deeply influenced by time
spent living in a tenantry on the border of the St. Nicholas Abbey and Castle plantations,
within view of the fully operational sugar mill at St. Nicholas Abbey (Figure 2). My focus on
tenantries, race, and class no doubt resulted from the time I spent at Castle Tenantry and
the relationships I developed while living and working there.

Figure 2: View of the plantation’s mill yard from Castle Tenantry.

Castle Tenantry is a typical settlement in Barbados, much like the island-nation’s 600
other tenantries and consists of several dozen houses surrounded by a sea of tall
sugarcane. I came to stay in Castle by chance. It was the closest bus stop to St. Nicholas
8

Abbey and as I sat under the shade of an almond tree, I would often pass the time talking
with Kathy Ann Harris, a woman who worked at St. Nicholas Abbey and who became a
close friend. After my first summer in Barbados, I began to stay at Castle Tenantry with
Kathy Ann regularly, along with her daughter Samantha and granddaughter Samara,
preferring the rural setting to the dormitory-type of beach front housing that was usually
rented for the field school in a crowded, touristy area of the island. As an outsider—and
the only White individual in the tenantry village 2--I readily observed the physical
boundaries formed by fields of sugarcane that separated the vastly different social world of
the wealthy plantation tourist attraction from the tenantry. I negotiated with Kathy a set
amount of rent for the time I spent staying at Castle, which she used to continue building
and improving her house (Figure 3). Analysis of the importance of housing traditions and
home ownership forms a significant theme in this dissertation.

My own positionality as someone of lower socioeconomic class and recently separated from military
service likely allowed myself to form closer relationships with people at Castle Tenantry than younger
students from William & Mary. I also struggled to afford doing fieldwork in such a foreign and expensive
locale, for which Kathy and I were able to mutually work out a deal that was beneficial to us both.

2
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Figure 3: Kathy Ann Harris standing on the verandah of her newly purchased home, waiting for the bus with
her daughter and granddaughter seated behind her. Kathy purchased her house from her Uncle who lives in
the nearby village of Diamond Corner.

Castle Tenantry, recently severed from plantation-owned lands, is subdivided into several
individual housing allotments with Kathy occupying her own house spot. The antithesis to
the tenantry system is family land, which anthropologists have studied extensively in the
region (see Besson 1995, 2002; Besson and Momsen 1987, 2007; Clarke 1966;
Greenfield 1960; Olwig 1995). Family land is a customary, kinship-based land tenure
system among African Caribbean people and remains a Caribbean cultural institution that
also developed during emancipation (Olwig 1999). In Barbados, Sidney Greenfield (1960)
argued that the institution of family land was established in mutual agreement with
Barbadian culture and English Common Law. Fee-simple property, along with seed-to10

seed inheritance, allowed freeholders to pass land on to future generations and the
divided ‘estate’ to future proprietors (family). As a result, property in land was as much an
informal legal strategy--socially and within the letter of the law—to sustain kinship relations
as a kind of ownership. As is the case in Barbados, most African Caribbean people who
owned land never regarded it as a commodity (Greenfield 1960: 167).
Family land as a cultural institution is rapidly replacing the coercive structure of planter
ownership within plantation tenantries. This is the case with Kathy and her family, who
were only able to formally own their small allotment of land with the passing of the
Tenantries Freehold Purchase Act of 1980. This law effectively allowed for widespread
land ownership and the social reproduction of cultural institutions, such as family land, to
occur throughout all plantation tenantries in Barbados. This occurred when Kathy’s
parents subdivided their individual allotment into three additional house spots for their
children in the late twentieth century. This dissertation further posits that legal
consciousness is culturally deployed to secure (informal or customary) property rights
within colonial property regimes.
While a tenantry is as ordinary as sugar or rum in Barbados, I became acutely interested
in situating this type of settlement within a broader anthropological and cultural context.
The common definition of a tenantry is a group of people defined by their status—typically,
landless laborers--who belong to an estate, and in Barbados a tenantry is further specified
as any area of land subdivided into five or more allotments, or house spots (Watson and
Potter 2001: 114). By the time the Tenantries Freehold Purchase Act became law in 1980
the government had identified 603 tenantries on the island, with 203 remaining as
11

plantation-owned, containing over 4,000 houses located on just 2,570 acres of land (Potter
1986: 256). Most of these remaining 203 plantation tenantries were established after
emancipation. Historically, tenantries have been defined by the terms of the located
laborer system, whereby formerly enslaved persons were suddenly coerced into a system
of debt peonage after the abolition of slavery in 1834 and the end of an apprenticeship
system on August 1, 1838. Rent for housing and lands formed the basis of labor contracts
on sugar plantations after emancipation (Beckles 2004: 50; Gibbs 1987; Marshall 1988).
Rents were deducted from wages, and tenants would be evicted if they did not perform
work to the standards of the planter-landlords.
Many Barbadians, primarily of African--but also European (see Reilly 2016, 2019)—
descent, lived in spatially segregated tenantries throughout the colonial period and into the
present day. I show that tenantries were designed and constructed through colonial
processes of dispossession, difference, and racialization. Matthew Reilly’s (2016, 2019)
archaeological fieldwork at a “poor white” tenantry in the Scotland District of Barbados
demonstrates this, as he interprets the material culture excavated from the former tenantry
of Below Cliff as an unsuccessful attempt on behalf of creole3 elites to racially isolate the
colony’s sizeable European underclasses, who originally came to Barbados as indentured
laborers. Reilly’s work importantly illustrates how race and class are always operating in
relation to one another, as the “poor white problem” grew significantly during
emancipation, resulting in many being forced off the island or relocated to the furthest

Creole is used throughout this dissertation to differentiate between anyone who was island-born, rather
than enslaved from Africa or South America, or immigrated from Europe. It is not in reference to the term
used to describe the process of ethnogenesis by which elements of different cultures are blended to create a
new culture.

3
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ecological margins of the colony. As pointed out by scholars theorizing the relationship
between race and class, neither phenomenon is reducible to the other; political ideologies,
economic rationalities, and cultural practices operate in concert to produce structures of
domination.
Indeed, historian Hillary Beckles argues the tenantry system in Barbados was reinvented
after slavery and stands in clear opposition to or distinction from a “peasantry,” though the
two terms were often used interchangeably (2004: 48). The tenantry system was
“reinvented” because it originated to uphold social categories based upon racial identity
during the many centuries of slavery on the island, but these racial identities were
temporary, unstable, and oftentimes transformed--especially during the emancipation era.
Tenantries constructed in Barbados are contextually interpreted in this dissertation within
the larger, ongoing process of dispossession, racialization, and the globalization of labor
(Bhandar 2018; Kasmir and Carbonella 2014).
Cedric Robinson’s Black Marxism ([1983] 2001) offers a framework to understand how
accumulation by dispossession depends on colonial processes of racialization. Indeed,
following Robinson I argue there is an urgent need to not only study and understand--but
also reveal--how race has been socially constructed because the power of Whiteness lies
in its assumed invisibility, which fuels the perpetuation of systematic racism (Applebaum
2010, 2016). As it has been sardonically observed that “racial capitalism is all capitalism”
(Gilmore 2019), I also believe it is necessary to unravel the entwined relations of
capitalism and colonialism in order to realize the broken promise of abolition in the
present-day (Iyko-Day 2020).
13

Robinson’s illumination of the modern history of racism and capitalism argues they
evolved in Europe first and then spread with colonialism to produce a modern world
system dependent on slavery, violence, imperialism, and genocide. Building on the work of
sociologist Oliver Cox (1948), Robinson challenged the Marxist idea that capitalism was a
revolutionary end to feudalism. Instead, capitalism arose within the feudal order, which
was already steeped in racialism. The first European proletarians were racialized subjects
(including the Irish, Jews, and many other Western cultural groups) and they were targets
of dispossession through enclosure, colonialism, and slavery within Europe. Indeed,
Robinson suggested that racialization within Europe became a colonial process. Robinson
([1983] 2001: 6) rightly argues that the “tendency of European civilization through
capitalism was thus not to homogenize but to differentiate—to exaggerate regional,
subcultural, and dialectical differences into ‘racial’ ones.”
One must ask, then, what distinguishes the racialization of the Old World from the New?
Cheryl Harris, in her now canonical article Whiteness as Property (1993), argues that it
was the transatlantic slave trade and the appropriation of indigenous lands that shaped
colonial capitalism on a worldwide scale, simultaneously producing judicial forms of
property alongside racialized subjects (see also Bhandar 2018; Moreton-Robinson 2015).
Thus, the beginning of Whiteness-as-property lies in the parallel systems of domination of
Black and Native American peoples out of which were created racially contingent forms of
property and property rights (Harris 1993: 1714). Through time, Whiteness-as-property
developed Whiteness into an economic value in and of itself (Harris 1993).

Legal scholars have developed the field of critical race theory with powerful and historical
14

analyses of property law. As Bhandar (2018: 3) states that “there cannot be a history of
private property law, as the subject of legal studies and political theory in early modern
England, that is not at the same time a history of land appropriation in Ireland, the
Caribbean, North America and beyond.” Bhandar shows how these histories of private
property and colonial land appropriation chronicle local processes of racialization through
the English ideology of Improvement. This ideology arose logically from the discourse of
private property as the hallmark of civil society, espoused by the political philosopher John
Locke (1689 [1988]) and his predecessors4 during the Scottish Enlightenment. John
Locke’s essay, “On Property,” has been regarded as the philosophical justification for
colonialism. It provided the racialized logics for colonialism and enclosure, based upon the
false assumptions that 1) the Americas were a universal common which 2) only members
of ‘civil society’ could privatize by improving it with their labor. Indeed, Locke’s central
argument for private property in land was that the “wild Indian” from America “who knows
no inclosure,” could not cultivate it as productively as English colonists, and therefore
could not formally own the land (Locke 1689 [1967]: 287).
Colonization and dispossession, based on the cultural logics of race (Bhandar 2018),
extended into the concept of enclosure throughout the British Empire, most commonly
through racially structured landscapes of ownership. These include Native American
reservations in the United States and Canada (Greer 2017; Harris 1993; Nichols 2020),
racially segregated reserves within Australia and South Africa (Hall 1993; MoretonRobinson 2015; van der Walt 2009), and the tenantry or allotment system throughout the
The history of Improvement thinking extends to classical times, but in the modern world the concept is
usually associated with Francis Bacon, who in 1625 equated the construction of elegant gardens with human
'civility' (Hunt and Willis 1975: 51; Vickers 1996: 430), and with the influential writings of John Locke.
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Caribbean (Bergman and Smith 2014; Gibbs 1987; Mintz and Hall 1960), England (Whittle
2013), India (Swamy 2010), Ireland (Horning 2013; Orser 2005), North America (Bhandar
2018, see also Fields 2017), Scotland (Devine 2018), and Zimbabwe (Moore 2005). I
employ critical race theory to connect the late period of slavery to a resurgence in the
entanglement of race and property, with only certain types of property—those that are
characteristic of belonging to and among Whites—being recognized and/ or legitimized as
private property (Harris 1993). This was the case in Barbados when claims of ownership to
homes and land were contested (often violently) after plantation owners commodified the
same during full, legal emancipation on August 1, 1838.
This commodification resulted in most of the newly freed women, men, and children being
relocated to plantation tenantries on marginal, non-productive agricultural lands that they
had to rent from former slave-owners (Bolland 1981; Gibbs 1987; Greenfield 1966: 56;
Levy 1980: 79). During the transition to the tenantry system, the villages of the enslaved
located in interior spaces of the plantations were often razed and converted to agriculture
to increase sugar production after emancipation. Often, and somewhat ironically, formerly
enslaved persons were sent to live in tenantries that were already established and
previously used to house the island's White militia (descended from indentured servants,
primarily of Scottish and Irish heritage). These Whites were similarly subject to processes
of dispossession and racialization through enclosure during the apex of the sugar
revolution in the mid-seventeenth century (Armstrong and Reilly 2014; Reilly 2014), as
was the case at Drax Hall plantation (Finch at al 2013). After emancipation, the White
militia was disbanded and the tenantry system in Barbados was replaced with a landscape
of ownership that was created by racial dispossession. Racial dispossession is defined
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here as displacement that results from racial violence and resistance (McElroy and Werth
2019), most commonly resulting in the loss of land (or an inability to own land), loss of
territorial rights, and housing evictions. In Barbados, the primary form of racial
dispossession experienced by the formerly enslaved occurred with housing evictions on
plantation lands following emancipation and were commonplace well into the late twentieth
century.
White landowners used housing evictions to coerce labor on the plantations and attempt to
devastate families after emancipation, as they often threatened to undo well established
social relationships and kinship networks (Brown 2016; Bolland 1981; Paugh 2017: 233).
Women and children housed on plantations suffered the most severe consequences from
housing evictions, as women were paid lower wages than men, were separated from
established maternal kin networks of support for raising children and were constantly at
risk of homelessness if they did not perform the work demanded by their boss-landlords. If
a hired laborer that a woman on a plantation cohabitated with was evicted, the woman
would also be evicted or charged excessive rents that also typically resulted in
homelessness (Brown and Inniss 2005: 261).

In stark contrast to the plight of those they enslaved, when the British ended their 250year-old ‘national crime’ of slavery, compensation included a sum of £20 million to the
remaining slave-owners, including an estimated £3.9 million to Barbados slave-owners
(Beckles 2013: 143; Butler 1995: 28). The amount of money loaned to compensate the
slave-owning families and institutions of Great Britain in 1834 was so enormous that the
full amount was not repaid in full until 2015—nearly two full centuries after the Abolition of
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the Slave Act took effect5. Clearly, slave-owning individuals, families, and institutions
throughout Barbados and absentee owners in Britain profited from emancipation through
monetary compensation from their government and from the very individuals they once
considered to be human property—who were now subject to pay rent to live on plantations
where they most likely had worked as captive Africans and/or Barbadians.
Whiteness was implicated from the outset in the ideology of Improvement, which promoted
White’s values---or used representations of them—to justify enclosure. This ideology casts
both land and its inhabitants as needing Improvement (see Bhandar 2018, Chapter Three;
Tarlow 2007). While Whites, including elite landowners, acknowledged their need to
Improve themselves, the lower classes and racially differentiated needed it far more. Over
time, Improvement discourses increasingly gravitated toward commodified visions of
human life, entangling cultural identity and property relations into the modern day
(Bhandar 2018: 26). Thus, I treat Improvement here as a means to construct property
ownership alongside Whiteness, with visible results in the cultural landscape at St.
Nicholas Abbey.
According to Tarlow, enclosure in Britain was intended to increase productivity through
rational landownership and land maintenance strategies through the development of new
social, economic, and agricultural technologies. Enclosure also applied to social and

Refer to the online article, “When Will Britain Face up to its Crimes Against Humanity?”, retrieved at
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/29/slavery-abolition-compensation-when-will-britain-face-upto-its-crimes-against-humanity. While the British government has not disclosed a complete list of the
recipient individuals and firms of bonds related to compensation for slaves, researchers at University College
London have compiled a list of over 46,000 current individuals and groups who have received government
payouts related to the abolition of slavery, found here: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/. Accessed on March 11,
2021.
5
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personal Improvement: For example, “forcing Scottish Peasants into modern agriculture
was thus bringing them into the present and, as reformers saw it, into civilisation” (2007:
87). Or, more powerfully, “being an agricultural improver. . . made one a qualitatively
different sort of person—a fully modern man” (2007: 88). Other scholars have observed
that an Improved landscape was not only land under crop but was also visually verifiable
through markers such as fences, walls, and hedges that became the hallmarks of
enclosure (Fields 2017), which operated as “exclusionary landscapes.” In sum, it was
through the material and symbolic ideology of Improvement that landed property rights
originating from early modern England spread to England’s overseas colonies and beyond
(Fields 2011, 2017; Greer 2012, 2018). Such landscapes of exclusion were designed to
categorize people as Others through a historical process of alienation.
Improvement is especially suitable to archaeological study because it is uniquely material
and especially spatial (Lewis 2016). The wide-ranging material and landscape evidence
that Tarlow provides in her book is focused on Improvement during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries that applies to both land and people, which are related by their
shared space. People and land are thus to be acted on directly, transformed, and
reconfigured. Improvement in this light is “a spatially constituted phenomenon, whether
that space was an agricultural landscape, or a symbolic constellation of things and people
spatially organized” (Lewis 2016: 23). The coinciding ideology of English Improvement that
flourished during the same period as anti-slavery political action brings together arguably
the two greatest influences affecting the cultural landscape in Barbados during the late
period of slavery.
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English Improvements at St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation thus served as coded
symbols which could be deployed to salvage elite, White creole identity during the era of
abolition. Indeed, many of the material changes at St. Nicholas Abbey during the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth century indicate that the plantation served as an overseas
imagination of how a British landscape should appear. It is during this period when
displays of an ultra-British distinctiveness materialized in the landscape (Bergman and
Smith 2014). Such displays are interpreted as staking a claim to belonging to a larger
British polity.
The Improvements at St. Nicholas Abbey included renovations to the plantation mansion-one of the oldest surviving English-styled houses in Barbados (Fraser and Hughes 1982;
Waterman 1945: 146; Smith 2019: 137) 6. The Jacobean architectural centerpiece of the
sugar plantation symbolizes the power and wealth created by English transplants during
the sugar revolution. The plantation’s manager during most of the eighteenth-century, Sir
John Gay Alleyne, is credited with modernizing the interior and exterior of the great house
during the late eighteenth century. Changes also attributed to Alleyne during this period
are planting the first mahogany trees in Barbados, lining either side of the entrance road
leading to the property, monumentalizing the signing of the Treaty of Paris that ended the
American Revolution. This proud display of the island’s loyalty to Britain still greets tourists
to the plantation today. Garden designs also changed as part of Improvement—oftentimes
to produce more open space. In line with this reasoning, housing for the enslaved was
removed from the viewshed. This newly constructed openness in the landscape was part

It is thought to have been constructed in ca. 1658, though unfortunately there is no reliable documentary
evidence to confirm the mid-seventeenth-century construction of the house.
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of indexing “free” as well as English. The garden as Edenic perfecting—restoration-- also
added a religious dimension to Improvement (Gundaker 2016).
Indeed, the tenantry system in Barbados helped erase the sin of slavery from the
landscapes of plantation owners by moving laborers’ housing out of public view. The newly
established tenantry system in Ireland, constructed during the same time period as the
tenantries in Barbados, transformed elite identity (Proudfoot 2000). Thus, a mythologizing
architecture was displayed as a civilizing discourse of moral Improvement and was
designed to lend an air of antiquity to the modernizing meanings negotiated by Englishstyled tenantries (Proudfoot 2000:218) to overshadow the use of enslaved Africans. The
most significant of the moral and physical Improvements at St. Nicholas Abbey during the
transition to legal emancipation was replacing the African-styled houses and villages on
the property. I use two definable characteristics available in the archaeological, historical,
and ethnographic record to distinguish between African- and European-styled villages at
St. Nicholas Abbey. The first is spatial patterning. English-styled housing that appears in
the later period of slavery is always ordered in rigid rows (evidence for this is discussed
more in Chapter Three). The second defining feature used to make a distinction between
village types is the construction material used for housing the enslaved—locally available
construction materials versus imported items, with the latter representing a material
practice of Improvement.

While historical and archaeological information about housing for the enslaved on
Barbados plantations is limited, a chronological sequence of housing on the island
suggests that wattle and daub was the predominant and earliest house type (Handler
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2002: 132). Wattle and daub construction reveals some West African influences. On the
other hand, wood and stone houses were introduced much later, mainly in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and are of primarily European form and style
(Handler and Bergman 2009). Archaeological and archival evidence in other parts of the
Caribbean support a similar pattern with permanent, European-styled housing for the
enslaved only appearing during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and
always built with locally available geological materials. Archaeologists have documented
the ruins of stone houses that date to the late period of slavery in other parts of the
Caribbean (see Bergman 2010: 26; Chapman 1991: 112; Farnsworth 2001: 243-260;
Gibson 2009: 34; Handler and Bergman 2009: 7-11; Higman 1998: 163-171; Hughes
1981: 270; Kelly 2008: 395; Wilkie and Farnsworth 2005: 123, 145).

I speculate that the emergence of stone-constructed European-style housing was
introduced in villages of the enslaved throughout the Caribbean as a result of
Improvement culture that originated in modern Britain. This pattern is evidenced at St.
Nicholas Abbey, as English-designed housing for a small number of the enslaved at the
plantation was introduced during slavery, and is discussed in more detail in Chapter
Three. Later, during the post-emancipation era, entirely new settlements were constructed
that are now known as tenantries. These plantation tenantries were likely designed to
mimic those being built on the other side of the Atlantic, which peaked during the same
time period as abolition (Thompson 1964: 198). The location of these stone houses
alongside the major road leading to the mansion at St. Nicholas Abbey would have put the
English-styled housing for the plantation workers on display to any visitors or passerby.
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1.3 Theoretical Considerations: Modernity, Race, and Claims of Belonging
The Caribbean is one of the world’s first modern regions, in the sense of being
incorporated into global systems of economy and governance. From the seventeenth
century to the present, it has remained one of the most ethnically diverse places in the
world (Beckles 1997; Mintz 1985, 2010; Scott 2004; Trouillot 1992). Sidney Mintz’s
pioneering work laid bare the region’s modernity by studying the early forces of genocide,
slavery, industrialization, and then, revolution from the age of European exploration
forward. Indeed, Mintz’s work in the Caribbean helped shift the discipline of anthropology
away from its attachment to the primitive and toward the study of 'modern' or
contemporary people (Scott 2004: 199-202). Such modernity, Mintz argued, was formed
from the shared history of colonialism and slavery that coercively shaped the region.
Following Mintz, an objective of my research is showing how necessary it is to decolonize
anthropological practice by disavowing the discipline’s tendency to focus on the lives of
‘primitive’ people who lived outside of capitalism, or on those that resisted it. Rather, I
suggest there is no “outside” to be found or singular “it” to resist.
The ’modern’ history of the Caribbean begins during the Spanish Conquest in the late
fifteenth century, as the indigenous people of the region - Arawaks of the Greater Antilles
and Caribs of the Lesser Antilles – violently clashed with colonists. This resistance was
sufficient justification to convince the Spanish crown to authorize the enslavement of all
indigenous peoples of the Caribbean as early as 1511 (Floyd 1973: 133). Even earlier, the
first human captives were transported to Santo Domingo from West Africa —now Haiti and
the Dominican Republic (Eltis et al 2011: 331-333) --leading to a deeply entrenched
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colonial process of dispossession and racialization that resulted in a staggering 15 to 20
million Native Americans, Africans, and their descendants enslaved in the Americas
(Reséndez 2016).
The colonial practice of enslavement, dispossession, violence, and the spreading of
disease throughout indigenous populations helped naturalize the landscape into a
‘universal commons’ ripe for European exploitation. The idea that colonized lands
demanded a massive program of enclosure, establishing private property across
landscapes where there had been none, was one of the most powerful myths to shape the
development of colonial societies throughout the Atlantic World (Greer 2012, 2018). Along
with this founding myth of settler colonialism emerged a discourse of private property as
the hallmark of civil society. Subsequently, the dynamic of colonization and dispossession
enacted through enclosure at various scales, gave rise to a vast, diverse, and landless
workforce (Linebaugh and Rediker 2000). This sweeping, oftentimes sporadic, and
continuous global movement to privatize the commons that emanated outward from the
British Isles took a similar form not only in the design and construction of physical
enclosures of estates, but also in the emergence of racially structured landscapes that
enclosed people who were deemed uncivilized, and therefore unworthy to hold private
property in land. E. P. Thompson (1991) first identified this connection between enclosure
and colonization with comparative examples found in North America, New Zealand, and
Africa as well as India.
Tenantries began to materialize as a distinctive form of enclosure across European and
colonial agrarian landscapes during the late eighteenth century. Physically, tenantries are
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housing settlements designed to maintain coerced labor within privately held land, as well
as to provide landowners revenue in the form of rent. Based on comparative analysis of
their development, the tenantries in Barbados that are the focus of my research share
common elements in both design and construction with those elsewhere. However, in
Barbados and other Caribbean locations, they also functioned as vital components of the
transition from captive labor under slavery to coerced labor after emancipation that helped
to keep the plantation system intact, and in some cases even more profitable than it was
earlier.
In order to show how this process worked over time, I conceived the concept of a
racialized landscape of ownership to stress the interconnected processes of
dispossession, differentiation, and racialization through the ideology of Improvement,
introduced by early European colonists who remade the Caribbean region into an
overseas agricultural-capital project, based on the cultivation of sugarcane. In Sweetness
and Power, Mintz (1985) outlines how sugar, slavery, and plantations reshaped the
Atlantic world into one that was both capitalistic and industrial. The sugar plantations
constituted a mode of labor organization and economic production which, in scale and
complexity, had no comparison in early modern Europe (Mintz 1996: 265).
Eric Williams’ groundbreaking thesis, Capitalism and Slavery (1944) demonstrates that it
was slavery which provided the foundation to fuel Europe’s dramatic transformation
towards modernity. The institution of slavery, according to Williams, entered a rapid
decline in the early nineteenth century during the transition to industrial capitalism, and the
antislavery movement merely accelerated the support of a more efficient and less capital25

intensive mode of commodity production. Capitalism, in sum, no longer needed slavery.
Labor coercion continued after emancipation with new methods of exploitation in the forms
of sharecropping and wage peonage as the formerly enslaved rapidly experienced
proletarianization. One of the most recent updates to the Williams thesis is The Making of
New World Slavery (1997) by Robin Blackburn. For Blackburn, slavery not only enabled
European capitalism but also European modernity itself. Rather than finding a dramatic
change with emancipation from slavery to capitalism, however, Blackburn describes an
ever-flourishing dialectic between slavery and modernity, with characteristics of slavery
being instilled into every aspect of modern capitalism.
To show the dialectical relationship between slavery and capitalism and the ways both
shaped ‘modernity’ as the reality different populations experienced, it is first necessary to
place the historical process of enclosure within a broader context. Over the course of a
few hundred years, most of Britain's land became privately owned — with nearly all
agricultural land removed from collective ownership and distributed to individuals.
Currently, half the country is owned by 40,000 individuals, or 0.06 per cent of the
population (Cahill 2001). How this land became privatized and concentrated in the hands
of so few is referred to as a process of enclosure or “inclosure” in English social and
economic history (Fairlie 2009). The long and gradual enclosure dispossessed the masses
in different places at different times, stripping many of their traditional rights to land use
(Fairlie 2009). Once enclosed, land use became controlled solely by the individual owner.
The process of enclosure became a widespread feature of capitalism arriving in the
English countryside. By the nineteenth century, the only commons remaining were in large
areas of rough pasture in the mountains and small residual parcels of land in the lowlands.
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The Enclosure Act of 1801 was one of many parliamentary (formal) enclosures that
consolidated the open fields into more compact units and enclosed much of the remaining
pasture commons or wastes. Parliamentary enclosures usually provided commoners with
some other land in compensation for the loss of common rights, although often of poor
quality and limited quantity. Enclosure could be accomplished by buying exclusive rights of
use, which increased the value of the land. The other method was passing laws to force
enclosure, such as parliamentary enclosure. The latter process of enclosure was
sometimes accompanied by force, resistance, and bloodshed, and remains among the
most contentious areas of economic history in England (Hobsbawm and Rudé 1969). The
majority of Parliamentary Acts were passed between 1750 and 18607.

Similar laws across western Europe barred the peasantry from using the open fields and
“wastes” that previously helped sustain them. The consolidation of communal fields,
meadows, pastures, and other arable lands transformed them into carefully delineated and
individually owned farm plots. As the Industrial Revolution took hold, landless peasants
barred from the commons often had no choice but to become laborers in the new factories
at pitifully low wages and to endure inhumane conditions in the cities (Linebaugh and
Rediker 2000). According to historian Michael Perlman, in the Invention of Capitalism
'Enclosure' or 'Inclosure' is a term that refers to the appropriation of "waste" or "common land" and
enclosing it. This long and gradual process often resulted in commoners losing their traditional land rights
providing access and use. Agreements to enclose land could be either through a "formal" or "informal"
process (Kain et al 2004: 9-10). The process could be accomplished in three ways. First there was the
creation of enclosures taken out of larger common fields by their owners. Secondly, there was enclosure by
proprietors, owners who acted together, usually small farmers or squires, leading to the enclosure of whole
parishes. Finally, there were enclosures by Acts of Parliament (Cahill 2002). This study focuses on the latter,
as formal enclosure began through an act of parliament from the mid-eighteenth century onwards, on the
even of emancipation throughout most the British Empire.
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(2000: 14), this was perfectly legal because peasants did not have formal property rights.
Rather:
Simple dispossession from the commons was a necessary, but not always
sufficient, condition to harness rural people to the labor market. A series of cruel
laws accompanied the dispossession of the peasants’ rights, including the period
before capitalism had become a significant economic force.
The enclosure movement which peaked in the late eighteenth century resulted in the
formation of an English working class (Thompson 1963: 194), during the same period the
abolition movement gained traction in England from 1790 to 1830.
Shared ideological elements of the enclosure and abolition movements draw attention to
the interconnections of colonial subjects in Barbados beyond the level of individual sites or
communities. By excavating processes of dispossession and local responses to it, I trace
the emergence of plantation tenantries during emancipation and the ways that Barbadians
in turn responded to the controls that tenantries attempted to exert over laborers after they
were ostensibly “free.” In doing so, my dissertation contributes to a broader understanding
of how colonial societies are differently marked by processes of dispossession—including
slavery, abolition, industrialization, and capitalism.
Building on several decades of historical archaeological and ethnohistorical scholarship in
Barbados (Agbe-Davis 2009; Armstrong and Reilly 2014; Bergman 2010; Bergman and
Smith 2014; Brown 2016; Chambers 2015; Chenoweth 2018; Devlin; Finch 2016; Finch et
al 2013; Finneran 2013, 2016; Handler 1997; Handler et al 1989; Handler and Lange
1978; Handler and Wallman 2014; Mocklin 2009; Reilly 2014, 2016 a,b; Schuler and
Schroeder 2016; Smith 2008, 2019; Smith and Watson 2009) I present an anthropological
and historical context for the development of a tenantry system in one of England’s
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wealthiest colonies by exploring the global and shared materiality of the emancipation
landscape.
Several theoretical approaches frame my examination of the tenantry system and
adaptation to wage-labor in Barbados. To answer these questions, I employ a Marxist
approach that draws on relational philosophy to examine the ways in which capitalism
always creates its own Other through dispossession. I also build on previous Marxist,
materialist and symbolic archaeologies that shed light on power relations and how
capitalism produces structural inequalities in the past and present along lines of race,
class, and gender (see Battle-Baptiste 2011; Leone et al. 1987; Leone 1995, 2005, 2010;
Leone and Potter 1999; McGuire 1992; McGuire and Paynter 1991; Mullins 1999, 2021;
Orser 1996, 2007; Delle et al. 2000). I also analyze emancipation era8 tenantries through
the lens of power relations (Hauser and Hicks 2007; Higman 2000; Delle 1998; Fellows
2019; Orser 1988), highlighting how these settlements were designed by creole Whites to
visually represent changing ideas of what (and who) belongs within the British Empire.
This study places landscape at the forefront of analysis in order to discern power and
conflict over rights and claims to belonging. I ask how landscapes become spatially
bounded scenes that visually communicate what belongs and what does not (Trudeau
2006). To explore these processes, for example, I examine the discourses and material
practices surrounding efforts to replace African-styled settlements that represented an unfree landscape with an English-styled tenantry system that was growing in popularity on

The ‘Emancipation era’ is used to reference a period lasting from approximately 1780 to 1840, beginning
with the Abolition of the Slave Trade in 1807, the Abolition of Slavery in 1834, followed by a four period of
Apprenticeship that lasted until August 1, 1838—the final day that full, legal emancipation was enacted in
Barbados.
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the other side of the Atlantic. This analysis places the cultural politics of belonging
alongside the boundaries created in the construction of such landscapes.
The concept of landscape here offers a theoretical framework for thinking about human
action that is both material and symbolic. A cultural landscape is a real, tangible thing and
it is also a partial, implied, and ideologically charged symbolic formation. My approach to
landscape comes from a post-processual theoretical stance that is entwined with symbolic
and material interpretations. As Dennis Cosgrove advocates, the study of landscapes in
the historical past requires recognition of the constitutive role of social formations existing
during specific times (1998: 64). Thus, space is implicated in larger socio-structural
processes. Linking social structures with ideology and spatial-material manifestations is
achieved with the theoretical concepts advanced by Harvey (1990, 2007, 2010) and
modern world archaeologists who seek to understand the materiality of power dynamics
and inequality in capitalist cultural formation(s) (Delle 1998; Matthews 2010; Orser 2001,
2005, 2007).
David Harvey’s work focuses on the relationship between dispossession and imperialism
using Marx’s theory of capital accumulation to link capitalism’s periodic crises of overaccumulation with the recurring search for new sources of land, labor and resources.
These ‘fixes’ to the problems of accumulation create new temporal-spatial conditions for
production. The most significant feature of Harvey’s argument is its attention to the twofold
dispossession accompanying these temporal-spatial fixes, resulting in a double movement
that involves stripping working people of the means of their social reproduction and
commodifying resources and forms of labor that had been outside of capital’s reach
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(Kasmir and Carbonella 2008: 7; Polyani [1944] 2001). Primitive accumulation is a process
Harvey describes as taking land and enclosing it by expelling a resident population to
create a landless proletariat, and then releasing the land into private, capital accumulation.
This is more accurately referred to as “accumulation by dispossession” rather than
“primitive” or “original” accumulation because it is an ongoing process (Harvey 2005: 149).
Harvey also shows the relationship between material space, cultural/ symbolic
phenomena, and social formations in The Condition of Postmodernity (1990), which are
crucial to understanding a racialized landscape of ownership. Building on Lefebvre’s
Production of Space ([1974]1991), Harvey discusses three manifestations of space in
social life: 1) Built environments--which include spaces, buildings, and infrastructures
created or encountered by people, 2) Representations of space—being the cultural
depiction of places which are abstractions of the material world in a specific form and for a
specific purpose, and 3) Spaces of representation—which serve as a cultural vision of
symbolic places and include fictional landscapes and idealized plans.
A racialized landscape of ownership in this study is a space of representation as well as
production. It is a place where social constructs based on historically situated ideas of race
and difference are constructed—and challenged--in the production of property
(commodified land) and racialized subjects. Landscape here becomes a network of visual
cues that structure social relationships and land use within a particular place. Pierre
Bourdieu captured this idea in his concept of the aesthetic gaze. He argued that an
aesthetic gaze is a particular way of understanding the world. It is not simply the act of
taking in visual information, but is rather a discriminatory way of ordering space, objects,
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and people into distinct categories (Bourdieu 1984). These approaches shift part of the
focus from the study of the landscape as a material phenomenon to a model of the
landscape-as-representation, which becomes clearer when examining the ways in which
English-styled villages were used to shape the viewers’ engagement with the visual field at
St. Nicholas Abbey.
Capitalist dynamics invariably build observable characteristics into landscapes. At St.
Nicholas Abbey these defining features of the cultural landscape evoke the rural English
‘landscape-as-representation’ in Barbados, best understood through concepts of
commodification and reification (Olwig 2005). The emancipation of formerly enslaved
persons of African descent and the commodification of their former village sites occurred
throughout 400-plus Barbados plantations during the apprenticeship period from 18341838, when planters in the English Caribbean reached agreement that rents and wages
would be tied to houses and lands because each possessed an “undoubted right . . . to
charge a rental for the land on [their] own estate, occupied by free negroes, from whom he
has not the power to extract labour” (Clark 1833: 49).
Barbados was the only colony after emancipation to have an excess labor force, and it
was the only British Caribbean colony to increase sugar exports and profits following
emancipation (Levy 1980: 59). This was in part attributed to the “passionate” and “local”
attachments the formerly enslaved held for houses and provision grounds on the
plantations where they lived. For example, one planter observed:
The negroes are not disposed to leave the estates on which they have formerly
lived, unless they are forced away by bad treatment. I have witnessed many which
illustrate this remark. Not infrequently one of the laborers will get dissatisfied about
something, and in the excitement of the moment will notify me he intends to leave
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at the end of the month. . . But in nine cases out of ten such persons. . . beg to be
allowed to remain on the estate. The strength of their local attachment soon
overcomes their resentment. (H. Armstrong, Esq, cited in Thome and Kimball 1839:
146).

Additional planters similarly noted that the formerly enslaved would “nebber leave. . .
[their] bornin’ ground,” (Thome and Kimball 1839: 147). These strong attachments were
not only recognized but also capitalized on by planters in Barbados, as Josiah Conder
stated (1833: 84): “[They] would attach themselves strictly to the soil; because it is one of
the properties of a creole negro to be fond of the place of his birth . . . he has his little fruit
trees and other things about his little hut, and he has his family. If he removes thence,
where can he get a house? Nowhere.” This attachment fed into the process during
emancipation when plantation tenantries became the physical space where planters
consolidated all the legal, social, and economic measures of coercion needed to maintain
their power and wealth. Emancipated laborers often lost traditional rights associated with
use and possession of their houses and provision grounds through the commodification of
land and labor. This was done much the same way in Barbados as it was in Britain during
the same period and it occurred at a rapid rate, resulting in a globalized and landless work
force that was brought about through the centuries-old process of dispossession and
enclosure (Linebaugh and Rediker 2000; Thompson 1991) resulting in alienation.
Karl Marx described alienation this way: ‘‘private property alienates not only the
individuality of men, but also of things’’ (cited in Lukacs 1971: 92). He observed the real
source of alienation as the loss of rights experienced during dispossession through the
process of commodification and reification. Yet, it must be emphasized that people are
also actors in their own social history, and they seldom accept the process of alienation as
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a precondition to progress. Landscape is where control over space allows social actors to
determine “certain basic rules of the social game” under capital accumulation (Harvey
1990: 226). Tim Ingold’s theorization of cultural landscapes, which is rooted in
archaeological and anthropological theory (1993, 2000) takes this further, criticizing the
insider/outsider dualism that landscape-as-representation promotes. For Ingold the
experience of landscape eliminates alienation because “as the familiar domain of our
dwelling,” landscape ‘‘is with us not against us’’ (Ingold 1993: 154). Landscape, in this
sense, is not an idealized cultural image. It is a place where labor, social practice, and
discourse become objectifications of human thought and feeling. Putting these elements
together, the reflexive critique of the representations of where one dwells can become
empowering tools for those alienated (Olwig 2005: 36).
Cosgrove, Harvey, Ingold, and Olwig’s theorizations of cultural landscape stem from the
underlying desire to understand capitalism as a social and historical process. Indeed,
capitalism is a subject integral to the study of the modern world and thus within the
discipline of historical archaeology (Delle 2014; Matthews 2010; Leone 2010, 2015; Leone
and Potter 1999; Mrozowski 2000; Paynter 2000). While there are varied definitions and
methods of studying capitalism in historical archaeology, I draw from innovative studies in
racial capitalism (Bhattacharyya 2018; Robinson 1983 [2001], 2000, 2007). It must be
stressed that this is not the study of racism writ large—for race has a distinct history that
arguably predates capitalism (see Johnson 2001; Smedley and Smedley 2012). Another
point which must be stressed is that race is a cultural construct invented by human beings,
and it emerged out of a set of definable historical circumstances that are subject to
analysis, just as other elements of culture are.
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As I have already mentioned, Robinson’s illumination of the modern history of racism and
capitalism argues they evolved in Europe first and then spread with colonialism to produce
a modern world system dependent on slavery, violence, imperialism, and genocide.
Building on the work of sociologist Oliver Cox (1948), Robinson challenged the Marxist
idea that capitalism was a revolutionary end to feudalism and that “tendency of European
civilization through capitalism was thus not to homogenize but to differentiate—to
exaggerate regional, subcultural, and dialectical differences into ‘racial’ ones” Robinson
([1983] 2001: 6).
1.4 Defining Concepts: An Anthropological Archaeology of Tenantry (Versus Peasantry)
Sidney Mintz initiated a trajectory of research which integrated the history of the Caribbean
into the entwined emergence of capitalism and modernity. Mintz also treated “peasantry”
as a unit of analysis linking labor, agriculture, and land use which he tracked through the
development of small residential-agricultural parcels in many places in the Caribbean.
However, Barbados, until relatively recently, was not one of those places. Instead, a
substantial part of the formerly enslaved population and their descendants continued as
plantation laborers, living in the tenantries that planters built in the emancipation era,
which serve as my focus.

The varied labor regimes and living arrangements in the Caribbean have inevitably
created some confusion. Beckles and Mintz each comment on the overlapping meanings
and key terms that I employ, such as “peasantry”—with their application to Caribbean
societies. The question of how to define “peasant” and “peasantry” has a long and
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contentious history in anthropological studies (Edelman 2013). Much of the difficulty stems
from the word originating in Europe, where a peasant is normatively defined as a preindustrial agricultural laborer or farmer with limited land ownership, especially those living
under feudalism and paying rent, tax, fees, or services to a landlord. The conflict between
definitions and social categories relating to anthropological studies involving peasants was
transformed by Eric Wolf’s (1966) seminal work that redefined classification to include the
large segment of humanity who straddle the line between tribal, agrarian, and industrial
society. Wolf’s take on peasants was a tour-de-force as well as a critique about what had
become one of the more important classificatory categories in anthropology. It resulted in
countless studies which told the story of “people without history” (see Schneider and Rapp
1995; Trumpener 1992).

While I am not attempting a comprehensive review of the study of peasants in
anthropology and archaeology (see Dalton 1972; Edelman 2013; Silverman 1979), I do
call attention to how this avenue of research has had serious methodological
consequences. It has resulted in, to one degree or another, anthropology’s ingrained
‘primitivist reflexes’ (Kalb et al 2015). The primitivist reflex sums up anthropology’s
recurrent search for the ‘pristine’, for the untainted, for the signs of ongoing non-capitalist
aspiration or belief even in modern times (Kalb et al 2015: 52). This ‘reflex’ is one of the
sources of the self-limiting anthropology that I am arguing against. It is the reason why
‘tenantry’ is not an anthropological classification, but ‘peasantry’ is. The complication of
terms used in my research arises from these disciplinary limitations. I believe that across
the entire English-speaking world there exists some trace of the tenantry system, and that
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the discipline of archaeology is well suited to document the local emergence and
responses to this global-scale process of dispossession and racialization.

I thus approach tenantries as living sites, even if some are in ruins today while others
remain full of people living their everyday lives. In either case, the tenantry sites where I
worked were established during the late eighteenth century and throughout the long
nineteenth. They came to life as people from the local community surrounding St.
Nicholas Abbey shared their personal stories, including being born and raised at some of
the archaeological sites I studied. Additionally, there is ample archaeological evidence that
people continue to commune at the ruins of some tenantry locations. Shannon Dawdy
(2010) argues the discipline should seek sites that allow us to find archaeological
continuities in the present (2010: 778). This shows that we can learn something about
contemporary societies by investigating their material practices, present as well as past.
Indeed, much of my research was only possible because of the ethnographic and
historical knowledge I obtained during my stays at Castle Tenantry. It is also important to
note that all historical archaeologists in Barbados have employed an ethnohistoric method
during fieldwork, beginning with the pioneering work of Jerome S. Handler and Frederick
Lange’s (1978) Plantation Slavery in Barbados. Much of their methodology arose from the
fact that legal status—such as slavery—and racial identity were all but invisible in the
archaeological record (Reilly 2014; see also Singleton 2016, Chapter 5).
While many early historical archaeologies focused on plantation slavery (see Orser 1990),
in the past two decades the field has grown exponentially in theory and method with many
studies now expanded in scope to include analytical scale, capitalism, social inequality,
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and heritage/ memory (Orser 2010: 110). This is partly due to archaeologists’ long-held
belief that economic processes do not unfold uniformly across time and space, showing
instead that human economies emerge out of the social and cultural structures of a
specific historical context (Leone 2005; McGuire 1992; McGuire and Paynter 1991; Mullins
1999; Orser 1996; Delle et al. 2000). Therefore, archaeologists do not understand
capitalism as an already formed structure, but rather as always historically situated and
culturally produced. Defining capitalism in this way allows for studies that investigate how
race, class, and gender both inform and sustain capitalism. This contrasts with how the
‘Primitivist’ anthropologist approaches capitalism as something “outside” the societies they
study: societies that are subjected to it rather than drawn into the capitalist system as a
whole. According to Don Kalb (2015), this view is not entirely different from that of
neoclassical economists. Primitivists are concerned that the large-scale market economy
targets communities by extracting labor and value from them and replacing production to
meet local needs and desires with market driven pursuits. Primitivists, in their quest for the
pristine, tend to disregard the long and complex histories of whole communities as they
became inserted over time into world capitalism, or how they shaped culture to its
conditions. Such communities did so because their social reproduction came to depend on
their ability to do this. This is not to infer that they became homogenized, or that capitalism
is a cultural totality. Rather, it is a highly structured, socially and spatially differentiated,
globally uneven, and locally embedded system (Kalb et al 2015: 53). Because of this, my
study examines the long-durée of communities and how they fully reproduced themselves
within capitalist dynamics.
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1.5 An Overview of Caribbean Archaeology
Mintz’s research program was influential in charting an anthropology of the Caribbean
which was grounded in fieldwork and provided a basis for a Marxist/materialist and
dialectical theoretical approach to understand large-scale historical processes (Yelvington
2018). Mintz’s paradigm was definitive in archaeology of the region, with a focus on the
advent of capitalism and European expansion on the one hand; and on the other, the local
cultural responses to such processes. For Mintz it was these local responses that affected
cultural outcomes. This prompted archaeologists to consider how modernity shaped the
communities they studied, and debates surrounding this concept can expose some of the
major paradigms in the discipline of historical archaeology and how it is practiced.
James Deetz’s now classic definition of historical archaeology, espoused in In Small
Things Forgotten (1977), broadly claims that it is the study of European expansion and the
ensuing impact on culture over the last five centuries. Over time this definition has been
expanded in several ways. This includes Charles Orser’s (1996) focus on colonialism,
eurocentrism, capitalism, and modernity to define the archaeology of the modern world;
Stephen Silliman’s (2005) approach to culture contact and colonialism; Mark Leone’s
(2010) critical archaeology, and various archaeologies of capitalism (see Horning and
Mrozowski 2018; Johnson 1996; Leone and Potter 1999; Matthews 2010; Pezzarossi
2020).
Most all Caribbean historical archaeology originated to understand modernity writ large,
and there continues to be a growing body of literature documenting the cultural diversity
and variation within the region (see Armstrong and Hauser 2009), with most studies
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occurring on British Caribbean plantations. One of the most influential scholars, Douglas
Armstrong, built on the work of Mintz to interpret the impact of slavery and the plantation
system on Africans with his ‘transformation’’ and ‘ethnogenesis’ models (Haviser and
MacDonald 2006), which breaks from interpretations based on either acculturation or
assimilation (Armstrong 2003; 1998: 378–381). In these studies, slavery and the economy
that supported it come to the fore to understand cultural change. Most plantation
archaeology studies in the Caribbean continue this thread of thought with an orientation
toward the study of Diaspora, and/ or as a point of entry into the understanding of our
globalized world.
Pioneering plantation studies by Barry Higman at Montpelier plantation in Jamaica
(Higman, 1974, 1998), and Jerome Handler and Frederick Lange in Barbados (Handler
and Lange, 1978, 1979) were among the earliest and most influential in the region. A
methodological strength of these early studies includes the use of ethnohistorical
documentation to guide research. More recent studies in the historical archaeology of the
Caribbean usually fall under the rubric of “landscape archaeology,” and examine large
spatial units—historical landscapes--through the lens of power relations (Delle 1998: 14).
Most landscape archaeologists agree that the spaces people build and occupy are
endowed with multiple meanings that change with social situations, and through time.
These studies are often informed by diverse schools of social theory to help understand
the relationship between individuals and the past societies they compose, with most
employing some sort of critical theory to focus on the dominant role of social structure in
shaping daily life. This is largely because plantations, as a unit of analysis in archaeology,
make explicit the processes of capitalism and capitalist relations. Materialist archaeologies
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especially highlight how power relations and capitalism produce material and structural
inequalities in the past and present along lines of race and class (see Leone et al. 1987;
Leone 1995 and 2005; Leone and Potter 1999; McGuire 1992; McGuire and Paynter
1991; Mullins 1999; Spriggs 1984; Orser 1996; Delle et al. 2000).
While critiques of the discipline’s focus on the study of modernity are few from within, they
have been raised by Shannon Dawdy (2010: 762) in her consideration of how historical
archaeologists often deploy the concept of modernity as a “stand-in for all or part of that
inexorable cluster of capitalism, secularism, industrialization, colonialism, [and] the onset
of Atlantic slavery...” Dawdy also proposed a methodological remedy for this vague
overgeneralization of modernity. She argues it is imperative to break down the divide
between archaeological and ethnographic time (Dawdy 2010: 778). I believe this is
possible at plantation tenantry sites because they are such an integral and pervasive
feature of people’s everyday lives in Barbados.
Another concern with the scholarly study of Caribbean modernity is the way it influences
the study of history and representations of culture. The hyper focus on modernity resulted
in many analyses of the influences of slavery and capitalism on culture, which risks
reducing the rich cultural complexity that comes from people who possess deep histories
from societies across vast geographies. This is especially true in respect to archaeologies
of the African Diaspora, which are now almost tantamount to archaeologies of slavery.
Indeed, there is a real need for archaeologists to move beyond the study of racism and to
instead critically engage with race on a deeper, theoretical, and more global scale (see
Blakey 2020; Battle-Baptiste 2011; Franklin 1997 and 2001; Mullins 2008; Orser 2007;
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Shackel 2011). Archaeologies of race that incorporate critical theoretical and
methodological approaches take many forms, including the study of how race is practiced;
how race is central to the construction of identity and space; how it is a social construction;
and how race operates politically as a system of inequality (Battle- Baptiste 2011;
Epperson 2004; Mullins 2008; Orser 2001). This dissertation takes inspiration from critical
archaeologies that analyze race as an object of study and seeks to understand how racial
identities area historically, socially, and politically bound to colonial property regimes
(Bhandar 2018).
Recent anthropological studies of race from the field of critical Whiteness studies are now
influencing archaeology in the Caribbean (Reilly 2014, 2019). Barbara Applebaum (2016)
defines critical Whiteness studies as the field of scholarship whose aim is to reveal the
invisible structures that produce and reproduce White supremacy and privilege. Pioneers
in the field include W. E. B. Du Bois (1890; 1920), James Baldwin (1963), Ruth
Frankenberg (1993), author and literary critic Toni Morrison (1992), and historian David
Roediger (1991). Incorporating these studies into my research at St. Nicholas Abbey
proved necessary in understanding the formation of a Barbados tenantry, and is crucial to
understanding how Whiteness and difference are created, reconstituted, and reified in
relation to other racial categories.
A related and significant research avenue in Caribbean historical archaeology explores
how colonial subjects provided a counterpoint to capitalist systems through independent
production by the enslaved in provision grounds, and the exchange of those goods that
occurred largely outside of planter control (Bates 2015; Beckles 1991; Beckles and
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Shepherd 1991; Berlin and Morgan 2016; Handler and Wallman 2014; Hauser 2008; Mintz
1983; Mintz and Hall 1960). The political and economic aims of this research can also be
traced to Mintz’s contributions to understanding the origins and establishment of the
peasantry in the Caribbean. For example, Mintz shows that “reconstituted”
peasantries emerged alongside of and after industrialization, probably like nowhere
else in the world (1978, 1985). These peasantries formed during a process of what
Mintz refers to as “post-Emancipation adaptations”, and each island falls on a
spectrum of independence from plantation production that was primarily determined
upon the availability of land in each colony during the dismantling of slavery either by
emancipation or revolution (Mintz 1979). Mintz identified Barbados as being on the
extreme end of this scale, arguing that a peasantry never formed in the colony and
that wage labor took shape immediately following emancipation (1979: 230). As a
result, the post-emancipation period in Barbados has been largely and necessarily
treated by historians that focus on systems of domination and structural inequality
(Beckford 1975; Beckles 2004; Bolland 1981; Butler 1995; Davy 1971; Gibbs 1975, 1987;
Greenfield 1966; Levy 1980).
1.6 An Overview of Property in Anthropology
Independent economic activity by the enslaved contributed to the emergence of AfricanCaribbean post-emancipation social and economic formations (see Mintz 1974; Mintz and
Hall 1960; Price 1966, Tomich 1990). Archaeology, with its focus on material culture, has
uncovered the tangible remains of the possessions of enslaved persons on plantations, in
slave dwellings, laborer villages, and in urban contexts (Agorsah 1999; Armstrong 1990,
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2000; Armstrong and Kelly 2000; Delle 1998; Delle et al 2011; Farnsworth 2001; Handler
and Lange 1978; Hauser 2009; Higman 1998; Kelly 2008; Wilkie and Farnsworth 2005).
The archaeological assemblages from these contexts consistently reveal a range of
European-made, mass-produced goods. Given the ubiquity of imported products
recovered from these sites, archaeologists have determined the enslaved had access to
consumer goods that are not evident in documentary records alone and contend that the
enslaved acquired these items independently (Higman 1998; Reeves 1997).
Indeed, archaeologists have demonstrated the enslaved owned property. This is evident in
the burgeoning studies of the activity of enslaved persons within informal economies,
raising fundamental questions about the role of modernity in the construction of racial
identity and property rights. I argue that archaeologists can, and indeed should, analyze
property through informal system with anthropological centered approaches. For example,
Dylan C. Penningroth advanced this methodology for property studies in The Claims of
Kinfolk (2003) by adding to a small group of scholars who have described enslaved
property ownership, most notably Ira Berlin and Philip D. Morgan (1995), and Betty Wood
(1997). Penningroth combines an anthropological approach with African Studies to trace
the dynamics of property ownership among the enslaved and emancipated during the
nineteenth century in the US South and in Ghana. Unlike many Western scholars who
define slavery in terms of property rights and designed to produce commodities,
Penningroth draws inspiration from Africanist anthropologists who argue the very definition
of slavery was based upon the absence of kin (see Koptyoff and Miers 1977). Using this
definition, he rejects the interpretation of property ownership by the enslaved as an
example of cultural acculturation and/or resistance and instead concentrates on how the
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enslaved understood and negotiated claims to property. In doing so, Penningroth argues
property relationships are social relationships; in slavery, kin made property, and claims to
property made kin.
Most studies of property in North American archaeology stem from the works of Childe
(1942), Adams (1966), and Renfrew (1973), who considered property from the precontact
period through the lens of territoriality with Marxist theories of control and alienation (Earle
2000). The most common methods to study property in the archaeological record have
been summarized by Timothy Earle, and include patterns of labor investment, warfare,
settlement distributions, and physical marking (2000: 39).
The long history of property within the discipline of anthropology begins with many of the
field’s pioneers, such as Lewis Henry Morgan, who stated (1877:6): “A critical knowledge
of the evolution of the idea of property would embody, in some respects, the most
remarkable portion of the mental history of mankind.” Morgan, as a social anthropologist
who worked as a railroad lawyer, became fascinated with the Iroquois Nation while living
in New York, and spent years researching property and kinship relations among the
Iroquois. With his legal background he became an advocate for Native American political
rights and helped the Iroquois reclaim their ownership of land. His most famous work,
Ancient Society (1877), with a focus on the material factors in cultural and social evolution,
greatly influenced the work of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. Though he began his career
advocating an essential unity of humankind, he later injected a racist element into his
evolutionary model that contributed to the popular idea of social Darwinism (Ben-zvi 2007).
Most of these early anthropological insights on property relate to or overlap with kinship
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studies, which is arguably inseparable from the economy. Edmund Leach (1961) went so
far as to suggest that the study of property relations should take priority over kinship
relations. Following Morgan (1877), Engels ([1884] 1972) provided a cogent outline of the
role of property in an evolutionist perspective. The decline of communal property and the
rise of bourgeois private property connect here with the origins of the state and of class
society. Functionalist anthropologists further advanced evolutionist arguments concerning
property, with Malinowski attacking the superficial dichotomy between individualist and
communal land tenure, while Max Gluckman argued from a rather different perspective
that all property relations were ultimately social and political relations. Gluckman revived
Sir Henry Maine’s definition of property as a “bundle of rights,” and most anthropologists
now agree that rights over things are better understood as rights between people. Or, as
described in Gluckman’s own words (1965:45), “ownership cannot be absolute, for the
critical thing about property is the role that it plays in a nexus of specific relationships.”
Thus, this dissertation advocates for an anthropological analysis of property that does not
rely on a Western framework with formal, legalistic concepts. The primary concern of
studying property relations during the transition from slavery to emancipation is specifically
to understand 1) how colonial property regimes formed and 2) how the formerly enslaved
understood property, rights, and appropriate ways to trade in and pass along property to
future generations. Since property is relational it involves moral values regarding proper
treatment of people as well as land, which in turn draw on African and Christian
cosmologies in ways that deserve further investigation.
Archaeology is a powerful tool to interpret different property relations and values in past
societies. This is especially true for the study of property relations among people who were
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formerly enslaved. For many African Diasporans the meanings of property, race, and
family were interrelated and defined internally through informal practices. Their claims to
property created ties to each other. The compact plantation tenantries of Barbados are an
ideal place for the direct archaeological application of Pennigroth’s thesis. Because
residents used public spaces to display their possessions and secure social
acknowledgment from Whites and other plantation residents, the built environment of the
tenantries were essential to establish and secure property ownership during and after
emancipation. Shifting the focus of analysis from artifacts that circulated in informal
markets to the interpretation of property in the landscape, I argue that African influenced
material practices especially allowed plantation tenants to achieve home ownership during
the nineteenth century--at a rate far higher and earlier than other nations such as the
United States or Great Britain (see Chapter 4).
1.7 Research Methodology

The broad research questions concerning property, race, and belonging are investigated
in this study using an interdisciplinary approach that draws from anthropology,
archaeology, ethnography, architectural history, and geography. As previously noted,
informal ethnographic techniques were utilized during my stay in nearby Castle Tenantry.
All archaeological and ethnographic methods in this dissertation are further complemented
with historical documentary research carried out at the Barbados Department of Archives.
A fellowship from Clements Library at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor provided a
unique occasion to review the William Kennedy papers--three legal documents relating to
a mid-18th century dispute against a previous owner at St. Nicholas Abbey. Finally, the
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Parliamentary Papers, providing detailed correspondence between Barbados and Britain,
are a significant primary source used to understand all the social, legal, and economic
contexts relating to the construction of emancipation era society.
The three methodologies noted above—archaeological, ethnographic, and historical—
allow for a more holistic interpretation of emancipation as it occurred on the ground, with
multiple lines of evidence being used to uncover the development of plantation tenantries
in Barbados. My primary focus on landscape changes, especially in the built environment,
guided my research questions at St. Nicholas Abbey. This led to a search for data relating
to the identification of settlement sites, household construction, access to construction
materials, and the types of construction materials used for housing. Ultimately, these
broad research questions led to the discovery of important information about the lives of
the many people—past and present--who made St. Nicholas Abbey one of the island’s
most substantial sugar plantations.
Previous archaeological studies at St. Nicholas Abbey were key to my research, beginning
in the 1980s when Jerome S. Handler and a team of archaeologists surveyed the estate
searching for its slave cemetery and to test a model for locating them on plantations
(Handler et al 1989). Handler’s crew conducted a pedestrian survey on nearly 80 acres of
the estate and shovel tested an additional seven acres in search of human burials. While
they were unable to locate any burying grounds associated with enslaved peoples at St.
Nicholas Abbey, their research yielded important information about plantation field names
that could be used to locate specific archaeological deposits and archaeological material
likely associated with village sites for plantation laborers (Handler et al 1989: 41-43).
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Handler’s findings were expanded on during archaeological fieldwork that resulted in the
identification of three distinct domestic settlements. These sites were identified using
pedestrian survey and limited archaeological testing: a settlement for the enslaved located
in a five-acre agricultural field (the Early Village site, which Handler identified as “Negro
yard” during fieldwork in 1987) located near the mill yard; a tenant settlement that dates
from the late period of slavery to the mid-twentieth century (the Late Village site9, which is
located between fields identified as “Negro yard” and “Tenant field” by Handler), and an
extant plantation tenantry at Moore Hill that was established during the transition from
slavery to emancipation and comprises a modern day village (Bergman 2010; Bergman
and Smith 2014; Chambers 2015; Devlin 2009; Handler et al 1989). All archaeological
surveys completed at St. Nicholas Abbey thus far corroborate with oral history collected by
Handler and his team discerning historic field names for identifying former village sites
(Figure 4 and 5). Though this research is focused on the built environment at St. Nicholas
Abbey--rather than artifact analyses--a brief overview of archaeological findings is
described in Chapter 3.

The site has also been referred to as the “Ridge site” (Devlin 2008) and “St. Nicholas Abbey workers’
village” (Digital Archaeological Archive of Comparative Slavery, see https://www.daacs.org/plantations/stnicholas-abbey/, accessed on April 23, 2021).
9
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Figure 4: Archaeological sites were identified using historical field names collected by Handler during
fieldwork at St. Nicholas Abbey in 1987 (Handler et al 1989: 26).
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Figure 5: Ariel Shaker-Brown and Spencer Butts conduct archaeological excavation in the yard of the last
standing slave house on the island of Barbados, located in the Moore Hill Tenantry on the western boundary
of St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation.

The domestic settlement sites identified at St. Nicholas Abbey are contextually interpreted
using fragmentary--and often incomplete--data derived from archaeological, architectural,
historical, and ethnographic sources. Though the project is centered on the emancipation
era, from approximately 1780 to 1840, there are several nonlinear chronologies offered in
this analysis. This is in large part due to an overarching goal of collapsing the divide
between archaeological and ethnographic time, which is oftentimes necessary in my
analysis of the ever-continuing processes of dispossession and racialization.
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1.8 Dissertation Structure and Summary of Claims
Thus far this chapter has offered a theoretical overview for studying Caribbean tenantry
and highlighted my main research concerns. Chapter Two shows how a working class
formed within the tenantry system from a legal perspective. It draws from unique
documentary datasets to highlight the importance of numerous laws and legal forms and
sheds light on the dialectical relationship that emerges in the court room during the
immediate post-emancipation years with the establishment of the Courts of Arbitration and
Reconciliation as documented in the Parliamentary Papers, and by the courts’ participants
as social actors. I also show that the formerly enslaved welcomed the British legal system
into their social field because it was the same system that abolished slavery: an extension
of anti-slavery, anti-racist legislature that might provide a forum for justice that in which the
emancipated could participate. I further suggest that legal consciousness and English law
worked their way into other African Barbadian cultural institutions, such as family land,
housing traditions, and property inheritance.
Chapter 3 provides an archaeological case study at St. Nicholas Abbey and interprets the
establishment of new village sites during the late period of slavery as an English cultural
revival (of tenantries) within a colonial property regime. By connecting British-inspired
Improvements to new village sites, I demonstrate how the anti-slavery movement
transformed who was able to be considered White or English in the Caribbean. I also
analyze how tenantries were designed and constructed to engender wage labor through
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accumulation by dispossession (Harvey 2005). Indeed, West Indian planters adopted
design changes to settlements for the enslaved as an innovation in plantation
management and as an ameliorative practice. Typically, historical archaeologists interpret
changes in villages of the enslaved through the lens of ethnogenesis (Armstrong 1990;
Finnernan 2013), social identity construction (Kelly 2008; Gibson 2009; Wilkie and
Farnsworth 2005), and/or power relations between the enslaved and the planter class
(Delle 1998; Higman 1998; McKee 1992; Orser 1988). In these interpretations, the focus
is often on the construction of creole, Black identity. It is, however, inappropriate to
interpret English-styled houses and settlements from this vantage point. Instead, I interpret
changes to the plantation landscape during the late period of slavery as evidence of White,
creole identity. Transforming the African-influenced slave settlements at St. Nicholas
Abbey was initiated in the late eighteenth century to align White West Indian identity with
English metropolitan values.
Chapter 4 is an architectural study that argues the chattel house, a specifically Barbadian
innovation, is the result of several centuries of African influenced material practices that
allowed for home ownership in post-emancipation Barbados. I trace the defining features of
this housing tradition to plantation tenantries, where material practices used to publicly display
ownership provided some control over maintaining kinship relations during emancipation. This
was necessary because housing evictions became common place after slavery. With the
passage of coercive labor legislation immediately following emancipation, many plantation
tenants were, for the first time, forced to pay for the houses they had constructed and
maintained all their lives with the sweat of their own labor. The primary housing type in the
emancipation era became small, mobile, wooden houses which are popularly referred to as
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chattel houses. Several plantation tenants explained that the chattel house was merely an
expensive (Boldin 1982: 52) “replacement of the wattle and daub” house.
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Chapter Two: Legal Consciousness in the Emancipation Era
2.1 Charting the Emancipation Experience in Barbados

Emancipation, legislated by Britain in 1838, was an act in which Black peoples were
defined as property, and their enslavers deemed entitled to compensation for property
loss. Historian Sir Hilary McD. Beckles (2013) has long provided historical evidence to
argue Britain’s crimes against humanity throughout the English-speaking Caribbean. In the
2001 UN World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia, and
Related Intolerance, held in Durban, South Africa, Beckles’ call for reparations fell on deaf
ears as European diplomats insisted the mass enslavement of Africans was legal and
moral. The legal justification that property rights reign supreme above all else--including
human rights, is indeed an old one in the European tradition. The recent media coverage
discussed in Chapter One attests to this, as the British government’s £20 million debt
incurred to pay reparations to slave owners in 1834 was not repaid in full until 2015. This
fact powerfully illustrates that, for the British state, the world of Caribbean slavery
persisted well into the 21st century, putting to rest the argument that “slavery was a long
time ago.” According to Beckles (2018), these contemporary examples show how the
effects of historic crimes still enclose Caribbean societies. Emancipation remains a work in
progress and in no way can be considered a distant event, nor one that is complete.
The archaeological sites I worked at in Barbados, like most sites in the region, are where
crimes against humanity occurred for the several centuries the institution of slavery was
practiced on the island. The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database shows that nearly 40%
of all captive Africans in the New World were sent to the Caribbean region--approximately
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3,992,194 Africans—by English, French, Dutch, and Danish enslavers. However, there is
no way to know this as a tourist visiting St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation today. Rather,
the only material evidence that enslaved people worked and lived at this popular tourist
attraction is a framed listing of the names and ages of individuals published in the 1834
slave returns that were mandatory throughout the British Caribbean. The slave returns
were used to determine the compensation amounts owned to slave owners. The list of
these captive individuals just before the transition to the apprenticeship period in Barbados
hangs solemnly on the wall of a room where tourists—many from Britain—taste rum
produced from sugarcane that is grown on the plantation.

Africans arrived in Barbados in 1627, as enslaved persons during the first English
colonizing conquest (Beckles 2017: 9). Their enslavement arose against the backdrop of
indigenous genocide, as those who first arrived found what English record-keepers
described as an empty island--the result of Spanish and Portuguese slave-raiding and
spread of disease in earlier decades. The trade in enslaved Africans in the colony grew
soon after, when Dutchmen from Brazil provided English colonists with the technological
knowledge along with sugarcane plant, and by the 1640s the colonists began to cultivate
sugar and import slaves on a large scale (Levy 1980: 3). Barbados became England’s first
possession in the Caribbean to shift to the plantation system to grow sugar, which became
fundamental to the island’s economy and society. Captive Africans formed the colony’s
population majority by the mid-seventeenth century, and over the next two hundred years,
some six hundred thousand Africans were placed on ships destined for the island. It is
estimated that approximately five hundred thousand of these arrived (Richardson and Eltis
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2010: 235). Yet, by Emancipation in 1838 there remained a population of only eighty-four
thousand persons of Africans descent (Beckles 2017: 9).

Barbados is the eastern-most island in the Caribbean, lying about 100 miles outside the
arc of the Lesser Antilles. Measuring only 21 miles long and 14 miles wide, its 166 square
mile surface is largely comprised of coral limestone and its topography is relatively flat
compared to neighboring islands formed from centuries of volcanic activity (Figure 6).
Barbados is the most densely populated territory in the Caribbean region with more than
280,000 people or 1700-plus people per square mile. More than 90% of Barbadians, or
Bajans, are of African descent and mixed African and European descent. The rest of the
population includes White Barbadians, who are the descendants of mainly English, Irish,
and Scottish colonists and indentured servants who arrived in the seventeenth century, as
well as recent expatriate immigrants from Britain and North America. There are also
growing communities of recent immigrants from Guyana and China (Gmelch and Gmelch
1997: 1-3; Handler and Lange 1978: 9; Maynard 2003: 1).
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Figure 6: Barbados is the eastern outlier of the Caribbean islands. Barbados breaks from the gently curving
Lesser Antilles islands, which include formerly French islands such as St. Lucia, St. Vincent and St. Kitts.
These islands trace the edge of the Caribbean tectonic plate as it intersects with the North and South
American Places, forming an arc of volcanic islands. Barbados lies on an ocean shelf east of the volcanic
arc and does not have its own volcano.

Abolition of slavery was affected in all British colonies in 1834, but full emancipation was
prolonged by a four-year transition to freedom known as the apprenticeship period
(Beckles 2006: 138-39). On August 1, 1834, all former able-bodied enslaved persons
became apprentices by order of British legislation (Levy 1980: 38), except children under
the age of six, and persons too old or diseased to perform work, who were immediately
freed (Levy 1980: 40). It was on August 1, 1838 when over 83,000 people were liberated
from the institution of chattel slavery in Barbados (Beckles 2006: 139).
Emancipation in Barbados and throughout the Caribbean occurred on two fronts, one
initiated through imperial law, and the other through slave rebellion. The former required
several decades of debate between the colonies and metropole that led to even more time
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spent crafting legislation, while the latter were often provoked by the slow legal process
undertaken by the English. For example, Bussa's rebellion that began on Easter in 1816
was the largest slave revolt in Barbadian history. Bussa's Rebellion was the first of three
mass slave rebellions in the British West Indies that took place in the years leading up to
the abolition of slavery in the British Empire. It was followed by the Demerara rebellion of
1823 and by the Baptist War (also known as the Sam Sharpe Rebellion), in Jamaica in
1831–1832, often referred to collectively as the "late slave rebellions." The revolts came
soon after the House of Assembly discussed and then rejected the Imperial Registry Bill in
November 1815, which would have registered the enslaved in the West Indies. Historians
believe that the enslaved interpreted some of the parliamentary proposals as preparatory
to emancipation and acted when emancipation did not take place (Beckles 1984; Craton
1982). Other White witness accounts of Bussa’s rebellion observe how the rebels in
Barbados believed that the island belonged to them, as their enslavement was the price
paid for the right to own it (Beckles 2017: 20). This claim also served as an important
assertion of moral authority.
2.2 Legal Consciousness in Barbados During the Emancipation Era

In this chapter I consider how the enslaved conceived of themselves as legal actors. I do
so by investigating how imperial legislation led many to incorporate aspects of the British
legal system into their social field after emancipation. Arguably, they did this because in
their view the same system had abolished slavery. The laws that granted their freedom
originated in England—not Barbados-- and only the British could interfere with the cruel
coercion practiced by planters. Therefore, many viewed imperial law as an extension of
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anti-slavery, anti-racist legislation that held the promise of a forum for justice in which all
could participate. Formerly enslaved people sought imperial legislation during this period
because they understood that only the British would legally liberate the enslaved and
recognized that the planters had to submit to this higher power of justice. Indeed, if there
was one thing that tied planter and laborer together after emancipation, it was their legal
status--they were both colonial subjects.
The flags used in Bussa’s revolt are well documented (see Figure 7). I see them as a
symbolic and political appeals the enslaved were making to England for freedom and
justice. Historian Michael Craton first wrote about the flags, even suggesting that one of
the several cotton flags displayed by the rebels was reported by White witnesses as
depicting Black Men with White women (1982: 372). David Lambert (2005) finds further
historical evidence, and other sketches of flags, bearing a variation on the theme of
interracial mixing which were flown by Bussa’s warriors (see also Knowlton 2014: 79).
Lambert states that one of “. . . their flags [represented] . . . a white woman kneeling to a
black man, in the act of raising her from her suppliant servitude, with the motto of
‘Wilberforce for ever.’ Lambert interpreted the many flags used in Bussa’s rebellion as a
play upon common English visual images that created new meaning in the colony
(Lambert 2005: 130). A young woman, personifying Britannia, appeared often in British
iconography as the embodiment of the British dominion and was the main figure in the
seal of the colonial Barbadian government. Today her trident lives on in the flag of
independent Barbados.
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Figure 7: A sketch of one of the flag’s taken from rebels against slavery in Barbados, after the uprising
known as Bussa's Rebellion. The flag appears to stress the rebels' loyalty to Britain and to the Crown while
displaying their intense desire for emancipation. British forces in Barbados suppressed the revolt and
hundreds of the rebels were killed. Image courtesy of The National Archives, catalog reference MFQ 1/112.

Even more interesting is Lambert's attempt to examine the relations between Britain and
Barbados as they were conceived by the rebels themselves (2005: Chapter Four). With
their flags bearing the representation of "mixed race" couples, of British naval vessels
interfering to help the enslaved against their oppressive and "un-English" Barbadian
masters, and their references to the successful slave revolt in Haiti, this iconography
sharply called into question White Barbadians' identity as truly English. Lambert's analysis
of White people's reaction to these representations allows him to attest that "enslaved
people played a crucial role in the creolisation of white colonial identities" (2005: 109). No
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doubt, these flags displayed a political and legal consciousness that developed among the
enslaved during the emancipation era and may well have begun earlier.

Indeed, ever since the Abolition of the Slave Trade in 1807 the writing on the wall was
clear for all to see. Yet, colonial resistance to ending the profitable system of race-based
slavery would take several years to complete. The imperial government steadily increased
social control over the West Indian colonies during this period, accurately predicting that
emancipation would be especially difficult to implement in Barbados (Dolan 2018: 334).
Governors were appointed from Britain to ensure abolition took force in the colonies,
beginning with Sir Lionel Smith in 1833.When this occurred, the oldest British sugar
colony, though nicknamed ‘Little England,’ grew resentful of the imperial government’s
redefinition of ‘Englishness’ as being non-slave owning, and resisted interventions in their
own governance (Dolan 2018; Beckles 2016). Indeed, the planters considered themselves
loyal generators of wealth for Great Britain and expected to maintain power locally during
the emancipation era. Enslaved people also associated Smith’s appointment with
emancipation. When his ship docked in Bridgetown, the enslaved left the plantations in
large numbers to come to the port and see if they were freed (Dolan 2018: 336-37).

The demise of chattel slavery took several years even after the imperial Abolition of
Slavery Act was passed in 1833 and effected beginning August 1, 1834. Full emancipation
was prolonged by the transitional apprenticeship period (Beckles 2006: 138-39). The
apprenticeship system was optional in the British colonies and consisted of individually
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crafted legislation if they wished to use it, which established a practice of indentured
servitude, or "apprenticeship". This gradual emancipation measure was meant to ease the
transition from slavery to freedom for the enslaved and the former slave owners, but it was
in large part a result of concerns about emancipation's effect on West Indian sugar
production (Sherwood 2007: 148). The apprenticeship period was expected to last four to
six years, keeping laborers tied to plantations in exchange for provisions, but it was
abolished by each of the colonial assemblies in 1838.

Soon after Governor Lionel Smith arrived in Barbados, he proposed his own version of an
apprenticeship system to the Colonial Office, which included wages and tax-funded social
support for the apprentices. Wages would be paid daily and taxed at a modest rate to fund
medical care, support orphans and widows, and provide for funeral expenses (Dolan 2018:
338). Corporal punishment would be abolished, and discipline would be applied by the
militia rather than the planters. Women who had been working in the fields would instead
be able to take care of their families, and domestic females would have the option of
working for wages. Finally, a provision stated that apprentices could pay for their freedom
after a period of two years and under certain circumstances (Dolan 2018: 338). Sadly, the
apprenticeship system Smith envisioned was never pursued. Instead, the Barbados
Assembly crafted their own legislation that resulted in apprentices working a fixed number
of hours without wages. Medical care was provided only at the planter’s discretion, and
there was no provision for orphans and widows, and no opportunity for women to stay
home to care for young children. Officially, limits were placed on corporal punishment but
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in practice, the justice system established by the island’s Abolition Act included a new
police force which relied on physical violence (Dolan 2018: 339).

In strongly written appeals to Smith and the British Parliament, a group of free Africandescent Barbadian men petitioned for three major civil rights based on their status as
British subjects: voting rights equal to White men, commissions in the militia, and civil
government appointments (Dolan 2018; Newton 2008: 129). With equal voting rights set
as their priority, these men referred to themselves as ‘subjects’ in correspondence, yet
their requests for equal rights reveals a sense of perceiving themselves as ‘citizens,’
echoing assertions of rights in the French and Haitian Revolutions. The Colonial Secretary
thus encouraged Smith to use his influence to persuade the Barbados Assembly to
change the voting law; particularly to lower the property restrictions to £20 to enable
increased enfranchisement. Failing that, he suggested that there could be some middle
ground reached by fixing a general franchise for all classes at £20. However, it was not
until 1840 that the property qualification for all male Barbadians was set at a house value
of £20 or five acres of freehold land, which in fact did not extend the franchise significantly
to men of color and even disenfranchised a significant number of Whites (Newton 2008:
250).

Although Smith supported humanitarian causes for free Barbadians, most of his policy
interest lay in providing judicial reform to the benefit of apprentices. In large part his aim
was to achieve imperial control over the colonial government. Arguably, reforming the
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judicial system in Barbados was not only necessary but was long overdue since the British
had not interfered so long as the colony kept producing sugar (Dolan 2018: 344). One of
Smith’s primary objectives was to replace the punishment of apprentices by planters and
slave courts with a system of magistrates who would hear complaints brought by either
employers or apprentices (Newton 2008: 143). To prevent corruption the special
magistrates were to be paid by the imperial government rather than by the Assembly.
However, the Barbados Abolition Act did not change the longstanding policy that all the
Governor’s appointments had to be approved by the planter-dominated Legislative
Council. Therefore, in the summer of 1834, just before the transition to the apprenticeship
system, Smith recommended three magistrates whom he considered to be impartial and
humane, but the Council voted them down (Dolan 2018: 346).

Smith scathingly wrote of the Council’s actions repeatedly to the Colonial Secretary
(citation). Nevertheless, the apprenticeship system that was initiated in the colony as a
form of indentured labor remained under the coercive control of the planter-appointed
special magistrates and a corrupt police force. To demonstrate why this was
unacceptable, Smith wrote to the Colonial Secretary about a pregnant apprentice he
encountered while reviewing individual cases of prisoners. Smith decided to research her
sentence as he was confused about why she received one. Ultimately, he determined that
she fell ill and requested her husband to be with her. This angered her master because he
lost the labor of her husband. As a result, the planter asked a magistrate to imprison her
for one month as she was charged with insolence and for harboring her husband (Dolan
2018: 348). When Smith met her near the end of her sentence, she was about to give
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birth, and he immediately released her. He then asked the Council to dismiss the
magistrates in charge of her case, which the Council adamantly refused to do. Smith again
decried to the Colonial Secretary that “all will be prejudice, violence, and hatred against
that Race, by the white Creoles who now fill the Chairs of mock Justice” in Barbados (cited
in Dolan 2018: 349).

During this early period an apprentice also decided to appeal directly to the Colonial
Secretary in written correspondence asking for help. The unnamed apprentice sent two
copies of his letter – one to the incoming Colonial Secretary and another to the outgoing
official, apparently understanding that the office of Colonial Secretary was changing hands
(Dolan 2018: 349). This document, the earliest record of a Barbadian apprentice’s own
experience in the early days of apprenticeship, is worth quoting in full (cited in Dolan 2018:
349-350):
I hope you will Pardon me addressing you these few lines being an apprenticed
Labour. We return our grateful thanks to the British Parliament for their greate and
Benevolent interference in bringing the abolition act to a close. Sir Since the 1st of
August things is bad enough. The apprentices, town and country is suffering more
now than ever and as long as the apprenticeship stands they will be always some
complaint. They do not get what their former allowance was. There is many
apprentices that was working out paying wages and instead of lowering the wages
they have raised upon it and persecutes them Shamefully for every foolish thing
they run to the Stipendary Magistrates who heard to any thing and the apprentice is
Sevearly Punished. Flogged until some have Dyed. Do Sir intercede with his
Majesty and let some alterations be made for before the time is out we will all be
destroyed. Some heavy laws making against us a Poor apprentice cannot sell a few
roots but what it is taken away and they are to pay licenses. Do Sir cause some
change to take Place and cause a certain Sum to be paid for the apprenticeship.
Some has been appraised to more than £100. Secondly, there is a police framed.
But the mane acts in a most in humane manner rushing into mens house. beating
them and cutting them. A Country Policeman killed a Poor apprentice Stuck him to
the heart and he dyed and it was said it is all in self defence. A poor Black Woman
in a pregnant State was Kicked in the Belly and Severarly beaten by him and laid
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out Dead and has not properly recovered and no recompense. all this they blame
Mr. Stanley for but God Bless him his aim was good. I remain Sir, Yours
Respectfully – an apprentice Labour unattached to the soil. NB. If you approve of
this Please to send a copy to Sir Lionel Smith to be inserted in Print. There is many
many imployers wont allow time to nurse young children and some have Dyed and
they Say Parliament has made no Provision. Do Sir alter this.
Most striking about this apprentice’s account is the planters’ excessive abuse of authority
and the reported physical violence. This account also divulges information on the new
requirement that prevented apprentices from selling vegetables from their gardens unless
they could receive a license; and severe crimes against humanity, including deaths
caused at the hands of a corrupt and violent police force and the starvation of newborn
children. Another telling piece of information contained in the letter is the fact that it is
signed by an ‘apprentice Labour unattached to the soil.’ This likely refers to the apprentice
as someone who engaged in “'jobbing," as these laborers were highly mobile and able
to escape the confines of a single plantation. However, they typically experienced the
worst working and living conditions of any enslaved persons in the Americas
(Radburn and Roberts 2019). Eventually, the heart wrenching accounts of violence and
corruption by the planters, colonial courts, and police brought about some (limited) judicial
reform (Dolan 2018: 350). In the three years Smith spent in Barbados, he was able to
remove the authority of appointing magistrates from the Assembly. He also reduced
corporal punishment and made cases brought before the special magistrates open to the
public.
2.3 Legislating Emancipation
As apprenticeship wore on, a louder demand to end it early came from abolitionists abroad
in Britain, which outraged Barbados planters. Smith’s replacement, Sir Ewan Murray67

Macgregor, was appointed to become Governor of Barbados, Saint
Vincent, Grenada and Tobago (the British Windward Islands) in October 1836. MurrayMacgregor was a Scottish colonial administrator and senior British army officer who
served as Governor of Dominica in 1831 and the following year became Governor of
Antigua and the Leeward Islands, during which time he was able to swiftly bring about the
abolition of slavery on the islands without using the controversial apprenticeship system.
The relative peace which followed immediate emancipation likely convinced him that this
could be achieved elsewhere in the Caribbean (Green 1976). By the time he took office in
Barbados, however, the colony's planters were resentful following the increased imperial
interference that began with Smith.

In January 1838, Macgregor formally recommended to the Parliament of Barbados that it
abolish the apprenticeship system, but in the following months planters voiced strong
opposition to doing so (Marshall 1975). They resented what they saw as another attempt
to weaken their position economically and impose imperial laws. However, in the spring of
1838 the British Parliament began debating a bill to amend the Abolition of Slavery Act;
forcing an early end to apprenticeship. Macgregor therefore encouraged the Barbadian
Parliament to accept the fact that they would either end the apprenticeship system on their
own terms or be compelled on the terms of the British government (Marshall 1975: 12-13).
Macgregor did provide some concessions to the planters, as there was a stark refusal on
their end to abolish apprenticeship early. The first concession, and arguably the most
important, the planters requested was to keep laborers tied to tenancies after the end of
the apprenticeship system. Only after this was agreed upon did the Bill pass in Barbados;
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equivalent Bills were passed in all but the Saint Lucian assemblies within the month. The
colonial assemblies voted to abolish the apprenticeship scheme effective on August 1 of
1838. Hilary Beckles states that the end of the apprenticeship system occurred
peacefully, although there were reports of rioting in the parish of Saint Andrew, in addition
to cane fires being started in late 1839 and early 1840 (Beckles 2004).

With the arrival of full emancipation, the Barbadian legislature wasted no time passing the
Master and Servants Act in 1838, which became known as the Contract Acts in 1840
(Chamberlain 1995). The Master and Servants Act was a law designed to control relations
between employers and employees that originated in Britain in 1823, which greatly
influenced industrial relations and employment law in the United States (1845), Australia
(1845), Canada (1847), New Zealand (1856) and South Africa (1856). This Act required
the obedience and loyalty from servants to their contracted employer, with any breach of
the contract punishable before a court of law, often resulting in a jail sentence. It stipulated
that a worker who was employed for five days a week was assumed to be employed on a
one-year contract, which could be ended by either party with one month's notice. It placed
workers at a disadvantage, allowing employers to evict them from tied tenancies and
punish them for misbehavior (such as imposing jail terms for using foul language).
Employers were also allowed to employ private police on their estates. Macgregor
convinced the Colonial Office in October 1838 to overrule the law along with another
vagrancy law being abused by planters. Workers were encouraged to negotiate with their
employers over their low wages. In 1840, a slightly modified form of the Master and
Servants Act was passed, referred to as the Contract Acts, which allowed for contracts of
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one month instead of one year (Beckles 2004: 72). Rather than formal contracts, housing
and house spots formed the basis of all labor contracts after apprenticeship.

The tenantry system developed alongside the Contract Acts, designed to control labor
through the physically bounded space of the plantation tenantry where all the social, legal,
and economic forms of coercion were exercised by the property owner during
emancipation. Property holds a unique and distinctive place in Enlightenment thought and
ensuing discourses of modernity (Bhandar 2018: 4). It operates as a set of both
techniques and mechanisms encapsulated in legislation, legal judgments, and everyday
practices of ownership that have structured colonial capitalist modes of accumulation.
Legislation enabling the property owner to develop the tenantry system was equally
accomplished by 1) excluding the formerly enslaved from the legal system and 2) through
the Contract Acts. The latter caused great social unrest and were greeted with much
resistance. On July 27, 1838, several hundred formerly enslaved persons met in the parish
of St. Phillip—the same parish where Bussa and the rebels met in 1816--to demand land
and better pay from their former owners (Levy 1980: 75). No such demands were met,
and though the protest ended peacefully, the disputes between the new wage laborers
and planters continued to escalate. Work stoppages always loomed as a frequent threat to
the planters and some planters were forced to provide better wages to their workers (Levy
1980: 77). But with total ownership of land, planters used the practice of house evictions
to ensure the stipulations provided in the contract law were favorable to the estate. This
practice of racial dispossession was the most contested in the emancipation era. Perhaps
unsurprisingly many laborers refused to acknowledge such evictions, as it was believed
that “the Queen had made a gift of their cottages” (Levy 1980:76). To ensure the threats
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of evictions were enforced, planters passed more restrictive vagrancy laws, resulting in
arrest if people did not leave their homes upon their eviction notice.

The same year the Contract Acts were enforced, Macgregor wrote that the formerly
enslaved persons in the colony possessed a strong “spirit of litigation” and established the
Courts of Arbitration and Reconciliation (Parliamentary Papers10 1840, 35: 191). These
courts were to meet twice monthly, with juries composed of plantation laborers to reconcile
their civil disputes. Documents recorded pertaining to this court demonstrate a common
legal consciousness that was fomented in Barbados during the emancipation era, at least
by the time of Bussa’s rebellion in 1816, and that served as a source of social action
throughout the nineteenth century. Legal consciousness is a useful theoretical concept to
address both issues of legal hegemony and symbolic power, particularly pertaining to how
the law sustains its institutional power despite a persistent gap between the law on the
books and the law in action (Sibley 2005). I specifically ask, why do people acquiesce to a
legal system that, despite its promises of equal treatment, systematically reproduces
inequality? How and why were formerly enslaved persons aware of British Common Law
in Barbados, and in what ways did they incorporate it into their cultural traditions?

Legal consciousness analytically identifies the understandings and meanings of law that
circulate in social relations (Sibley 2001). The prefix legal characterizes an aspect of
culture that is associated with law, legal institutions, legal actors and behaviors. Legal
consciousness refers to the micro level of social action, specifically the ways in which
Here after the Parliamentary Papers will be abbreviated to PP in citations. All references to the
Parliamentary Papers in this chapter refer to Volume 35, published in 1840.
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individuals interpret and mobilize legal meanings and signs. Legal consciousness is thus a
term deployed to emphasize the ways in which formal legal institutions and everyday
social relations intersect and share cognitive resources. However, as Susan Sibley warns
(2005: 360), legal consciousness should not be understood in relation to external power
and internal will, but in relation to the material inequality of social life and the cultural terms
of understanding. I examine here how an understanding of the taken-for-granted aspects
of social relations, including legal aspects, are produced, enacted, and reproduced.
Culture here is conceived as an arena or field of practical daily interaction, competition,
and struggle (Bourdieu 1991), where people deploy repertoires and strategies of action.
As such, culture is not a coherent, logical, and autonomous system of symbols, but a
diverse collection of resources that are used in the performance of action.

At the time of legal emancipation in Barbados over 80,000 persons were declared free in
the extensive sugar-producing colony (Levy 1980: 3). Due to a lack of available land and
restrictive legislation, most of the emancipated in Barbados were forced to remain on
plantations. This factored importantly in Barbados becoming one of the only colonies in the
Caribbean to increase sugar exports in the immediate years following emancipation,
keeping in competition with Brazil that still used captive labor. The planter class in
Barbados could keep their competitive edge not only because of their control of land—and
hence, labor—but also because they were able to maintain power in the legislative body
and more generally, in politics. Prior to Barbados' Independence in 1966, the island’s first
body of representatives was formed in 1639 (Beckles 2006: 25). It was chosen when the
Governor appointed a Council comprising the main landowners to assist him in the
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government of the island. Male landowners were chosen to constitute the House of
Burgesses, soon to become the House of Assembly. Candidates for the House of
Burgesses were required to be property owners until the Representation of the People
(Amendment) Act of 1950 gave to all persons aged 21 and over the right to vote without
any income or property qualification and to contest elections (Beckles 2006: 186). The
island remained a British colony until Independence, and it was not until the introduction of
universal adult suffrage that the White, elite planter class ceased to dominate politics.
Furthermore, most all court reforms and legal codes were sanctioned through Barbados
and dispersed throughout the Windward Islands. For most of the nineteenth century
Barbados was the main Government for the British colonies of the Windward Islands, with
the Governor of Barbados serving as the colonial head until 1885 (Levy 1980: 76).

As emancipation was legislated much correspondence between colonial officials in
Barbados and England was exchanged across the Atlantic and published in the
Parliamentary Papers, with each side trying to determine the best way to include or
exclude the newly freed into the existing legal system. While the property restrictions
meant exclusion from politics for everyone but the planters and a handful of successful
merchants in the urban center of Bridgetown, the emancipated laborers were able to use
the experimental courts because the Colonial Secretary, John Russell, ensured it. The
Judiciary of Barbados, which is a branch of government free from executive interference,
comprises the Magistrate Courts which are statutorily authorized, a High Court / Supreme
Court which was constitutionally mandated with Independence, and a Court of Appeal.
Jurisprudence is, and always has been, based on English common law.
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In the single year of 1838, more than 11,000 cases pertaining to plantation workers’
disputes were tried in the Assistant Court of Appeal (PP 1840), which was established just
weeks before emancipation on July 19, 1838 (Schomburgk 1845: 487). As the
emancipated population constituted 82,000 persons on August 1, 1838, the number of
trials shows that close to fourteen percent of those who were formerly enslaved found
themselves in a court room that same year. The significance of such a large percentage of
the newly freed seeking legal resolution of disputes in such a brief period after
emancipation suggests that legal consciousness was widespread and embedded
exceedingly early on in this colonial society.

The Parliamentary Papers, published in 1840, demonstrate that the most important topic
among colonial officials was court reform. The colonial officials in England feared that the
power the planters exercised would result in uprisings and revolts, and often ordered
Barbados planters to seek more inclusive practices of law through mandated reforms.
Because of this and the previous efforts of colonial governors Smith and Macgregor, the
Colonial Office sent stipendiary magistrates to serve as police and judges during the
apprenticeship period, from 1834 to 1838, and many remained for years thereafter to
ensure the planters truly did transition to a system of free labor (Levy 1980: 35). The
planters, however, resented having the English magistrates in their colony presiding over
their affairs.

The Barbadian colonial government thus had to answer to not only officials in England, but
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also to the several thousands of laborers in Barbados who actively sought to voice their
complaints in the courts. Macgregor proposed an alternative resolution to meet these legal
demands. He looked for a peaceful resolution for both parties by looking abroad--not to
home in England, but from a travel book that described a court in Norway, which provided
witness testimony from peasants who enjoyed a newly established Court of Arbitration and
Reconciliation (PP 1840, 35: 176-179). This experimental court was created because the
peasants could not afford to attend courts or lived in such remote areas of the region that it
was not feasible for them to travel for minor civil discontents. MacGregor used the legal
solution found for the peasants of Norway to create his own experimental courts in
Barbados. He thus proposed an act for establishing the Courts of Arbitration and
Reconciliation (PP 1840, 35: 176).

These courts were constituted under the presidency of the police-magistrate in each
parish and were composed of five jurors selected solely by the planters from among the
plantation laborers; they took cognizance of all matters or civil cases where the debts,
chattels, or other personal property claimed did not exceed the sum of five pounds, or the
damage laid did not exceed forty shillings. The verdict was reached by a majority of jurors,
and if it met the approval of both parties it was acted upon, and the matter adjusted. If not,
either party was entitled to refuse to consent to the verdict and adopt any other legal
course. The Colonial Secretary communicated that the Courts of Arbitration and
Reconciliation were an excellent local remedy that should be replicated throughout the
West Indies. It does not appear that this advice was ever heeded in any other colony, and
though St. Lucia attempted to implement similar courts in 1845, they never were put in
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place (PP 1845: 212).

In Barbados, the newly freed reportedly viewed these courts very positively and were
always in high attendance (PP 1845: 218). It was through these courts that legal
consciousness was articulated by the plantation tenants during the emancipation era.
While a police magistrate was always present, the jurors, plaintiffs, defendants, and
crowds were all composed of plantation workers who sought social and political action in
an arena that could be officially recognized and legitimated by community consensus. It
seems likely that most plantation workers throughout the island came to these courts on
their official meetings, on the first and third Saturday of each month, in each of the eleven
parishes. They surely provided extralegal opportunities to their communities as people
would partake in exchanging information, gossiping, and meeting with family and friends
(see also Penningroth 2003, Chapter Four for a comparison of the social importance of
courts in post-slave society in the antebellum Southern United States).

2.4 Remaking Property
Formerly enslaved people often pursued their claims to property and family through both
the newly available legal settings—such as experimental courts—and in extralegal
settings, many of which existed in some form since before emancipation. African
diasporans did not draw a sharp line between the different settings (Penningroth 2003:
112-113). Like people in colonial West Africa then and now, people often took their
concerns from the yard and the church into the courtroom, and sometimes back again, to
pursue their interests whenever they saw an opportunity. As a result, though colonial
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officials sought to incorporate the emancipated into a system of law—in practice legal and
extra-legal processes were always operating at once.
Of the several dozen court cases that were recorded by police magistrates during the
experimental courts held in 1839, published in the Parliamentary Papers, it is evident that
most trials were concerned with familial and kin obligations and/or property. These
summaries of court trials represent an interesting period in Barbadian history. Though it
was a year before the Courts of Arbitration and Reconciliation were officially established,
they highlight social values that were upheld in the past and renegotiated for the future.
While these documents pertain to a synchronic snapshot in this localized past, they more
accurately illuminate established social values from the period of slavery, while
simultaneously depicting the future through the recognition of social ideals. In this light I
turn to these un-official summaries of court trials in the year of 1839 to read and interpret
as a text that discursively reads into the past as much as it does the future, between what
was imagined and what was real.

For example, many women brought complaints to the courts, and hence to the community,
seeking social justice from their partners who neglected duties in the care of their children.
Many of these couples spent some part of their lives cohabitating together, though a
blurring of the term ‘marriage’ occurs in these records. The term ‘reputed’ wife refers to
informal unions between a woman and man, often cohabitating, whereas a ‘legal’ wife or
husband is always used to stress the added dimension of lawful obligations. Legal
marriages were highly contested in these courts. An important factor in this was
emancipation, which brought several new, though severely restricted, opportunities,
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especially for men, who had benefited from the European instituted sexual division of labor
that existed on colonial plantations throughout the Caribbean (Reddock 1985). This sexual
division of labor did not pertain to agricultural fieldwork, because it was not economically
advantageous for the planter, but it did exist in the more prestigious and skilled jobs of
masonry, carpentry, and boiler work that only enslaved men were able to participate in.
With emancipation, many of these men were able to find higher paying work and more
autonomy than agricultural workers. It was mostly men, too, who went to the urban center
of Bridgetown in search of work. Many of these court cases depict the disorganization of
kin that resulted from emancipation and the coercive legislation that ensued, with many
men either leaving or returning to the plantations.

Marriage was never an ideal of the enslaved, either, according to Orlando Patterson
(1967). Marriage was viewed very negatively by both men and women because it often
resulted in more labor and being confined to one partner. However, monogamy was often
viewed as desirable in old age, and also became more accepted in the final years of
slavery when many women were--often for the first time--allowed to keep their children
(Morgan 2007). This probably resulted in a “matriarchal’ position in the household, with all
the children being hers and not the man’s (Reddock 1985). The women, however, voiced
their unwillingness to be subjugated through bearing the brunt of financial responsibility for
these children. This is especially significant since most women in Barbados were engaged
in the lowest paying but most physically demanding labor. Men had the higher paying,
better jobs, and more mobility than women after emancipation. Women may have
approved of their matriarchal position in the household, but they wanted men to be socially
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accountable, as well. It was in these experimental courts that women made this social
ideal recognizable. While women used the courts to gain symbolic power, it cannot be
overlooked that the sexual division of labor trickled into other areas of the legal and social
field. For instance, the juries of the court were selected by the planters and had to be
workers of the finest reputation on the plantations. The courts excluded women from these
rosters. Despite women bringing their complaints to the court, the verdicts were only
reached by consensus of their male counterparts. Further, the social hierarchy that was
imposed by the planters onto the enslaved community was similarly transferred into legal
practice, as it was typical that at least one plantation foreman was always a juror.

Despite the restrictive and unequal structure of the courts, women were more often the
plaintiffs and often secured recognition that their ideals needed community backing. For
instance, one of the first court cases brought forth was that of complainant Jubbah Rose
against her lawful husband, George Adam, for deserting her and her two children over the
past twelve months (PP 1840, 35: 147). This summary was recorded by Police Justice P.
Applewaithe and relayed by MacGregor in a letter to Colonial Secretary Russell. The
summary shows that the couple likely married and had at least one child after
emancipation—which fits well with the increased reproductive rates and the push for the
nuclear family that was sanctioned through amelioration laws in the final years of slavery.
How members of the community received the laws no doubt greatly differed from this lastditch resort of material betterment to control the social reproduction of women, and hence,
labor. And while this court case does not explain why the man deserted his family, it can
be assumed that he, along with hundreds if not thousands of other formerly enslaved
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persons, sought a new life off the plantation. The social remorse felt by George Adam and
the world he was split between—one in which he was forced to lose; either by forfeiting the
relative autonomy one might possess off the plantations, or by failing as a husband and
father in his new familial role—was expressed when “he took his infant son in his arms
from the mother, and was affected to tears” (PP 1840, 35: 147). This trial was further
idealized by Applewaithe and MacGregor in their pursuance to establish a speedy and
cheap system of alternative justice for laborers, as the letter concluded that the couple left
the court together, “happy and perfectly reconciled.”

One of the most striking cases reported in the Parliamentary Papers was between a
couple that had been married for “several years”, when the wife, who had care of their four
children, was forced to leave because of his cruel conduct toward her. She argued that he
had never provided support for their children, having left two years prior. Three of the four
children had since died, one about three years ago and the other two just weeks prior. The
plaintiff was understandably upset that her calls for help that she wrote to her husband
were never answered, and she was left to pay the medical and burial fees. The report of
the trial states (PP 1840: 205):
The whole of the jury were so disgusted at the defendant’s conduct, with one voice
declared, he ought without a murmur to pay the doctor’s charges, the whole of the
burial expenses, and pay to the mother 1 dollar per month for the support of the one
child now living; at the same time the Jury, through their foreman, addressed the
defendant, giving him such wholesome advice as was applicable to the case, which
seemed to have the desired effect on the defendant, as it drew forth his instant
promise to comply with the decision of the Jury, upon which the complainant
feelingly observed, that she was willing to pay the doctor, if he, the defendant, paid
the burial fees and expenses.
The fact that the complainant offered to pay for the doctor’s expenses despite the jury
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awarding her both doctor and burial expenses is somewhat surprising. It might be
interpreted that she was really seeking justice to punish her ex-husband for not visiting his
dying children, rather than seeking financial help. She probably well understood that he
might not be able to afford either the burials or doctor but upheld that he should be socially
reprimanded for not visiting his deathly ill children.

Most cases were not nearly so grave, but many did focus in on the property and personal
effects that were accrued through martial or kin unions and what should happen to these
items after the relationships dissolved. In a case recorded between Joseph Payne versus
Jenny Ann the accused was charged with carrying away household articles and furniture
from his dwelling house. Joseph Payne specifically stated that accused stole “one
commode, one iron pot, one earthen jar, one frying pan, four plates, one blue cup, and two
glass tumblers, value two pounds . . .” (PP 1840, 35: 208). In the following document, it is
revealed that both parties mutually agreed to go their separate ways. When Jenny Ann
left, she took what articles she believed to be hers because “she had a right to do so”
since when she lived with him “she was in the habit of working out with him, and that he
received her wages” (PP 1840, 35: 209). Such allocation of wages to the man sheds light
on the many reasons why monogamy was not favorable, and indeed John Payne admitted
that they parted ways because she refused to legally marry him. Payne founds that she
therefore did not deserve these articles, because he believed it was only through marriage
that she should benefit from them. The case is an interesting example of the conflict over
the ideal social organization of family. Jenny Ann obviously resisted the idea of legal
marriage and adamantly argued that since her wages were in part used for the acquisition
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of household goods she was entitled to keep them. That the jury did not find in her favor
suggests that she was indeed punished by the all-male jury for resisting legal marriage.

Many of the juries show common verdicts being reached for similar complaints. For
example, in different parishes men were levied to provide one dollar per month for the
support of young children and infants. Other cases speak to how they believed children
should be reared. Often cases were brought against the parent of a child that was
accused of behaving badly to children. Rather than punish either the careless child or the
negligent parent, the court served as a public forum to scorn both. Other cases included
that of an elderly man who sent his silk umbrella in for repairs but never saw it again. A silk
umbrella would be an exceptionally high prestige item for a formerly enslaved person to
own. In West Africa, of course, they were signs of royalty or extremely high status (Patton
1984). The silk might have to be sent for from abroad also. In fact, this man waited three
years and relied on the experimental court for the return of his umbrella. Such cases may
show the significance of African-oriented material practices and social values in cases
upheld in the court.

The Parliamentary Papers published a select few cases from the experimental Court of
Reconciliation to display to English authorities that the formerly enslaved could participate
in legal proceedings. While no doubt selective in the cases printed for British viewership,
the cases demonstrate a legal consciousness among the formerly enslaved that could be
used to maintain kinship structure and social obligations. The most prized arena for these
negotiations to take place was within the highly symbolic court room, which represented
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the epitome of justice and power within a community that had little of either. The social
inequality that was based on gender was reproduced in this court room, as women were
only compensated financially for children if the man was found at fault, but the woman who
resisted a man’s marriage proposal was not awarded what she believed was acquired
through her own labor. The social actors in these courts were not pulling their values and
ideals out of thin air but were (re)producing them through their well-established habitus
that was maintained during plantation slavery. A clear example of this was the court
upholding the matriarchal household role, which clearly has roots in a cultural tradition
practiced throughout African Caribbean cultures. Nuclear families and legal marriages
based on English law and practices were much harder to articulate in the court room and
were more likely to cause conflict.

2.5 Symbolic Power or Violence in the Courts?

A substantial body of literature grapples with the strategies employed by colonial
authorities as the producers of archival records, to offer creative ways of reading historical,
official documents (Shaw 2013; Stoler 2009; Comaroff and Comaroff 1991). These include
reading archival absences, critically engaging with documents to uncover biases, and
understanding the motivations of those producing such documents implies that what is
taking place on the ground isn’t necessarily what is being represented in the historical
record. It is necessary to draw from several lines of evidence to better understand the
past, especially because the material record often conflicts with historical documents,
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While I have argued that legal consciousness accumulated through social institutions and
materialized to remake property and kin after emancipation, I must now diverge to the
planter’s interest in court reform and stress the hegemonic power that was maintained
during chattel slavery and reproduced after emancipation. Though the formerly enslaved
actively participated in the courts, they were silenced in the official judicial system of the
planter elite. There existed little--if any—legal, economic or public space where laborers
could outright resist or negotiate with the planters. A laborer could not take his former
master to court without expecting to be so severely reprimanded in other areas of life that
she or he would rarely risk such a chance. Those who did stood out as the exception, and
only proved the rule.

The true reason the Legislative Council of Barbados allowed Macgregor to establish the
Court of Arbitration and Reconciliation was to expel the stipendiary magistrates from the
colony. These special judges were sent to Barbados from England and were abhorred by
the planters because they were considered imperial interference with their power. An
account written by a foreign traveler to Barbados in 1840 (the year the Court was officially
established), recorded that representative of the French government composed a royal
commission to study the mechanics of emancipation in the British West Indies, headed by
Capitaine de Corvette Layrle. Layrle was a French career naval officer, and his
commission visited Barbados sometime in 1840 (translated by Gobert and Handler 1978).
He wrote in detail about the Court of Arbitration and Reconciliation, attended some of the
court proceedings, and personally met with Macgregor. It is in Layrle’s accounts that the
true intentions of judicial reform come to light (1978: 253):
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The end of Apprenticeship was supposed to lead to the elimination of the
stipendiary magistrates. The planters awaited this moment impatiently, but their
hopes were not realized. The stipendiary magistrates were maintained by the
British Government and they are still functioning. The continuation of a state of
affairs which had given rise to so much distrust did not satisfy the colonies.
Especially in Barbados, this practice was counter to the views of the governor
whose background caused him to look unfavorably upon a special magistracy of
which he had wanted to rid to Antigua. But how to go about it?
Planters knew the only way rid their colony of special magistrates was by diverting the
British government’s mistrust of the planters. Therefore, the Court of Reconciliation was
established in Barbados. The courts were used much in the same way as the Englishstyled tenantries were built at St. Nicholas Abbey—as a representation. The real intent of
the planters was to dismiss the stipendiary magistrates and “reestablish what England had
wanted to avoid: the intervention of colonials in cases between former masters and
freedmen” (cited in Gobert and Handler 1978: 253). In the same year Macgregor also
created a secondary court of appeals (the Assistant Court of Appeal), which was
composed of three out of a total of the eight remaining stipendiary magistrates. Once
these courts were officially established on January 1, 1840, the new system provided that
the colony would get rid of the other five stipendiary magistrates (1978: 254). Thus, legal
hegemony was in place, and no mediator between the newly freed and the planters could
exist.

The Court of Reconciliation and Arbitration in Barbados demonstrates how the gap
between the law in action and the law on the books operates in everyday life. The benefits
of these courts were extremely limited to emancipated Barbadians, being established to
maintain and reproduce the dominant structure of racialized power on the island. Arguably,
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the greatest strength of this temporary and experimental court is that it became the place
where people could publicly seek social acknowledgment of property and social relations.
The display of legal consciousness in the court room likely became expressed in other
cultural institutions, such as family land and kinship ideology. Indeed, throughout the
nineteenth century legal consciousness penetrated other cultural institutions, including
family land. Often, these forms of property ownership were established in mutual
agreement with African Barbadian culture and English Common Law. These ideas are
more fully developed in Chapter Four, with an examination of home ownership and
property inheritance.
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Chapter 3: Racialized Landscapes of Ownership
3.1 Barbados as ‘Little England’
Slavery existed in Barbados for at least 150 years before the institution was protested by
members of the English metropole. The Abolition Act of 1807, effectively ending the
transatlantic slave trade throughout the British Empire, was the result of a twenty-year
antislavery campaign. Quakers organized the Committee for the Abolition of the Slave
Trade in 1787, with the recruited support of William Wilberforce, Thomas Clarkson,
Zachary Macaulay and Olaudah Equiano, among others. Slavery was increasingly
portrayed as a damaging institution for both White and Black people, and abolitionists
argued in favor of direct metropolitan intervention that would improve colonial societies for
the good of all (Petley 2015). Indeed, the change in the perception of West Indian planters
was rapid, effective, and powerful.

Barbados is commonly, and still affectionately, referred to as ‘Little England’, a popular
trope that begins with Barbados being both vacant and destined for English settlers who,
with the Crown’s blessing, arrived in 1627 without opposition from colonial rivals or a
native presence (Gragg 2003, Greene 1987, Puckrein 1984 David Lambert’s (2005) study
of Creole white identity in Barbados demonstrates that it was constructed in response to
the growing abolition movement but also in relation to a “mythical status” of Barbados as
destined for European settlement. My research explores four discourses that Lambert
highlights as emerging during the abolition era in Barbados to articulate Whiteness: White
supremacism, the planter ideal, colonial loyalty, and colonial opposition. Taken together,
these are each opposing pairs-White supremacism and the planter ideal offer competing
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visions to rationalize and normalize the growing problem of slavery. Colonial loyalty
meanwhile contrasted with colonial opposition. The former underscored the Englishness of
Barbados despite slavery, while colonial opposition embraced an emergent Barbadian
nationalism that sought to turn Barbadian marginalization into a position of power, as
White creoles asserted the rights of a self-governing assembly (2005: 209).

Thus, the discourse of Barbados as Little England grew loudest during the hegemonic role
of anti-slavery and the forging of a British metropolitan identity that viewed West Indian
slave societies as “un-English” (Lambert 2005: 12). Yet, just decades earlier the slave
owning founders who were responsible for the sugar revolution and the transformation of
Barbados from a wilderness into well-manicured sugarcane fields and ornamental gardens
were, by the mid-eighteenth century, collectively admired as descendants from “antient
and opulent” English families (quoted in Greene 1987: 254). Indeed, Barbados is distinct in
that it maintained a low white population turn-over during the late seventeenth century,
comparable only to the ‘stable’ settler colonies of New England. Unlike those in Jamaica
and most West Indian colonies, wealthy plantation owners in Barbados were often the
least likely to live in Britain as absentees who employed local plantation management or to
out-migrate, suggesting that early Barbadians connected the economic success of a large
plantation with the residence of the owner (Galeson 1985: 227-235). This demographic
statistic in Barbados stayed constant throughout the colonial era. Even during the turbulent
late eighteenth-century as many as two-thirds of planters were resident in Barbados
(Roberts 2008: 13). Even more unusual is that during this same period the Barbadian
captive population became self-reproducing. This fact alone makes Barbados unique
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among the sugar islands (McCusker 1997: 312; Watson 1979).

Many factors make this colonial demographic seem unexpected: the island’s lack of
natural resources; fierce competition from other sugar islands in the late eighteenth
century; declining sugar prices; lost access to food imports after the American Revolution;
severe droughts and degrading soil fertility; and the great hurricane of 1780 that resulted
in the mass loss of lives, and hence, enslaved labor. However, historian Justin Roberts
shows that Barbadians effectively responded to these problems with technological and
scientific adoptions to cane cultivation, becoming renowned throughout the eighteenth
century British West Indies for their innovations in plantation management (Roberts 2006:
557).

An equally significant driving force behind these innovations was the emerging anti-slavery
debate and the English ideology of Improvement. Barbadian planters’
overwhelmingly sought measures to make their sugar estates less reliant on expensive
imports—especially the Atlantic slave trade. These efforts were part of a system that is
referred to as ‘amelioration’ and the most obvious consequence of its early implementation
was that Barbados experienced a natural increase in its number of enslaved laborers
before the abolition of the slave trade (Ward 1998). Pro-natalist policies were adopted
from the middle of the eighteenth century and, as with other scientific innovations in
plantation management, occurred earlier in Barbados than elsewhere in the West Indies
(Roberts 2011: 217-20). By the 1770s, most plantation managers were committed to
policies resulting in a self-reproducing labor supply and a reluctance to import human
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captives from Africa. Other practices of early Barbadian amelioration included an increase
in the provision of healthcare for the enslaved and a shift to increasing local food
production (Paugh 2017). As J.H. Galloway (1985: 335) argues, Barbadian planters
adopted these practices because they had access to information about innovations that
emerged during the second half of the eighteenth century, and because it made economic
sense to do so.

Despite their technological advances in plantation management, the creole masters of
‘Little England’ were increasingly marginalized from the Britain metropole, just as other
West Indian planters were during the late eighteenth century. This was a direct
consequence of English identities coming under attack after the American Revolution, and
the twin revolutions in France and Haiti (Burnard; 2011: 185-198; Lambert 2005;
O’Shaughnessy 2000, Petley 2011). For the English to redeem themselves as ‘civilized’,
they began to loudly advocate for a cause that led to human progress and would erase the
foundational sin of the British Empire (Drescher 2009: 744-5; Petley 2009). As a result,
scholars of Caribbean history are investigating the ways in which West Indian planters
sought to reconcile their local, creole identity with their identities as loyal, transplanted
British subjects. Much of this work argues that planters essentially lost their claim to an
English identity, and simultaneously were losing their monopoly on White, West Indian
identity. Changes in the landscape at St. Nicholas Abbey were directed toward asserting
both identities through representations of belonging.
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3.2 An Archaeology of Tenantry at St. Nicholas Abbey Sugar Plantation
Today, St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation is one of the most prominent tourism sites in
Barbados and a testament to the early momentum and energy of the British capitalist
system in the emerging Atlantic world. The plantation property is in the rural northeast
corner of the island, and the architectural centerpiece is one of the oldest structures in
Barbados. The great house is an example of the Jacobean architectural style, and one of
only three still remaining in the western hemisphere (Figure 8). The Jacobean-style was a
transitional phase in English design that merged Tudor and Elizabethan styles with
continental Renaissance influences (Howard 2007). The curvilinear gables, four fireplaces,
and accompanying medieval herb garden were almost certainly included in the original
plans brought from England. One architectural historian even noted that except for the
tropical setting, it is hard “to realize” the house stands “five thousand miles from London”
(Waterman 1945: 141). The estate was established in the late 1650s during the apex of
the island’s sugar revolution, when the early English settlers, John Yeamans and
Benjamin Berringer, formed a business partnership in land speculation. In 1647 they
accumulated 365 acres, dividing the land into two neighboring plantations (Figure 9).
Historians have credited Berringer as the original proprietor of the English-styled mansion.
He died very shortly after it was completed and Yeamans’ son thereafter married his
former business partner’s wife, Margaret Berringer. The union likely resulted in the merger
of the two plantations and the resulting core is now known as St. Nicholas Abbey.
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Figure 1: The Jacobean-styled architectural centerpiece at St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation was
constructed during the apex of the sugar revolution in the mid-seventeenth century, and it is only one of
three remaining Jacobean-styled manses still standing in the western hemisphere.
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Figure 9: The plantation now known as St. Nicholas Abbey appears on historic maps beginning in 1675 with
reference to joint-owners Berringer and Yeamans who formed a business partnership in land speculation.
The image is a close-up of Richard Ford's 1675 map. This is the first economic map of an English American
colony and represents landowners in Barbados during the height of its early sugar production. Map image
retrieved online from the John Carter Brown Library < https://jcb.lunaimaging.com>, accession number C8189.

On the death of Margaret Berringer, the plantation passed to her eldest son, and then to
his daughter, Susannah, and through inheritance laws of the period, to her husband
George Nicholas in 1716. The plantation consequently bears the “Nicholas” surname in
the documentary record, including a published map produced by William Mayo in 1722
which includes the depiction of not one--but two mills during this period. Nicholas ran the
estate into debt by 1724, resulting in the plantation being purchased by the chancery court
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judge, Joseph Dottin, who gifted each of his daughters with a plantation upon marriage.
He willed St. Nicholas Abbey to his daughter Christian upon her marriage in 1746 to John
Gay Alleyne, one of the most prominent eighteenth-century Barbadian plantocrats, who
received a life interest in the property and spent much of his life there (Allen 1936; RB
1/281: 249-251). After his death in 1801 the estate reverted to the Dottin family, but
ultimately went into debt and fell once more into chancery. In 1810 the plantation was
purchased for £20,500 (the amount of the accrued debt since Alleyne’s death) by the
brothers Lawrence Trent Cumberbatch and Edward Carleton Cumberbatch. Lawrence
Trent died a bachelor but had an “out family” with Elizabeth Cumberbatch, who was
formerly enslaved but described as a “free mulatto” in parish records, with whom he had
two children-- John Edward Cumberbatch and Richard Cumberbatch, described as "free
coloured persons" in Lawrence Trent Cumberbatch’s will dated January 6, 1834 at St.
Nicholas Abbey—just days before legal emancipation (RB 4/62: 208). His sons did not
stand to inherit his legal interest in St. Nicholas Abbey, but they were bequeathed their
father’s properties in nearby Speightstown and £200 Jamaican currency11.
Lawrence Trent Cumberbatch’s brother Edward Cumberbatch, who owned half of St.
Nicholas Abbey, disinherited his only son and left his share of the plantation instead to his
daughter, Sarah, who married Charles Cave (a London banker) in 1818, inheriting half of
Bob Cumberbatch has conducted an intensively-researched genealogy of the Cumberbatch family and
their history of Barbadian slave and plantation ownership, including St. Nicholas Abbey, which is referenced
on UCL’s Legacies of British Slave-Ownership website, reading: “The will of Lawrence Trent Cumberbatch
mentions John Edward Cumberbatch and Richard Cumberbatch, "free coloured persons", who were
bequeathed £200 currency and the house where they currently resided in Speightstown. According to a
family tree on Ancestry.com, these were the sons of Lawrence Trent Cumberbatch and a formerly enslaved
person called Elizabeth Cumberbatch. John Edward Cumberbatch (1800-1838) married Julia Belgrave
(1804-1841), in St Michael's, Barbados, 24/01/1823. John Edward Cumberbatch was a "free coloured man"
and Julia was a "free coloured woman" who came from "the very wealthy Belgrave family.” Information
retrieved from <https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2146636924>.
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the Cave family’s banking interests. It is believed the couple gave the plantation its
present-day name, combining the existing name, ‘Nicholas Plantation’ with ‘St. Nicholas
Parish’, where the Cumberbatch family lived in England, and ‘Bath Abbey’, where the
couple married, to create the name ‘St. Nicholas Abbey' (Figure 10). It remained in the
Cave family for nearly 200 years, largely as absentee landowners, and remains a unified
plantation and a single property into the current day. In 2007 the property was purchased
by the architect Larry Warren of Barbados, who restored the plantation and manages it for
tourism with his family, including wife Ana and sons Simon and Shea (Figure 11).

Figure 10: Close-up of Captain Francis Barrallier’s 1827 trigonometrical survey map, which documents one
of the earliest references to the plantation as ‘St. Nicholas Abbey’. Note also the intensive built environment
of the plantation mansion, works, and yard. Image retrieve online from the John Carter Brown Library
<https://jcb.lunaimaging.com>, accession number C-7505.
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Figure 11: Three paternal generations of the local Barbadian Warren family, current proprietors of St.
Nicholas Abbey (From left to right: Simon, Shea, and Larry Warren with twins Arthur and Henry). Photo
retrieved from http://www.stnicholasabbey.com/The-Plantation/Owners-History/.

St. Nicholas Abbey is considered a large plantation by Barbadian standards (Handler et al.
1989: 40). In the nineteenth century the estate averaged 180 enslaved persons and it
consisted of 409 acres, of which 200 were arable for sugar production, which is the
approximate acreage in the present-day (Handbook of Barbados, 1912; Barbados
Almanac, 1848-1871). By the closing of the twentieth century another 90 acres were in
pasture with an additional 31 acres either being in woods or plantation tenantries (Handler
1989: 40). Extraordinarily little historical documentation for the estate or its owners during
the second half of the eighteenth century survives (BDA Hughes-Queree RH-MG, 16411965), but ethnohistoric and archaeological research demonstrates that this was the
period when the plantation underwent many of its English Improvements (Bergman and
Smith 2014). The great house was renovated drawing on the current Georgian
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architectural styles, as the Jacobean mansion was now long out of fashion (Allen 1936:
223). John Gay Alleyne is credited with modernizing the estate with the addition of a triple
arcaded portico, sash windows and an intricate Chippendale staircase during this period.
Local lore also claims Alleyne is responsible for planting the mahogany trees along the
main road leading to St. Nicholas Abbey (Allen 1936). These late eighteenth century
changes are still visible at St. Nicholas Abbey, monumentalized in its architecture and
manicured landscape.

Figure 12: Satellite imagery showing the location of domestic settlement sites owned and managed by St.
Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation in the past and present.
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A pedestrian archaeological survey and limited shovel testing at the Early Village site in
the 5-acre agricultural field adjacent to the sugar factory was completed in July of 2009,
when sugarcane had just been harvested, providing an ideal opportunity to complete
fieldwork. Controlled surface collection and shovel testing was completed in ten-meter
intervals along five transects, with systematic shovel test pits (50cmx50cm) excavated
every ten meters (Bergman 2010). Only three acres of the five-acre field was surveyed
because sugarcane plants were too mature to permit testing for the first 60m of the
northern-most section of the field--120m east of the established datum near the historic
windmill. Shovel testing identified artifacts and potential subsurface features down to 5060 cm below ground surface. The area of the field that was tested had an abundance of
artifacts, including materials that dated to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Numerous artifacts used in architectural structures, such as hand wrought iron nails and
slate and ceramic roofing tiles, were also identified during the survey. Ceramics included a
variety of European imports, such as English tin-glazed wares, Buckley-type wares, and
Staffordshire slipware, in addition to mass-produced refined earthenware. Finally, an
abundance of “redwares” were unearthed at the site, which refer to the most common
earthenware ceramics found in Barbados. These include industrial wares used in the
manufacture of sugar production, and more commonly, to the locally produced domestic
wares that were wheel-thrown by enslaved peoples living on the plantation or by free
individuals (Black or White) for trade in the local market. More analyses are needed to
determine the production types of these artifacts (see Bloch 2019; Siedow 2012). Other
interesting finds from the Early Village include a cowrie shell and several ceramics
repurposed into gaming pieces (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Cowrie shell recovered from 27 cm below ground surface in a shovel test at the Early Village site.

The Early Village site is located nearest to the plantation owner’s mansion, just north of
the mill yard along a wooded gully that is densely saturated with many of the earliestdating artifacts found at St. Nicholas Abbey. The abundance and diversity of both
domestic and architectural artifacts from the Early Village site suggest this was a domestic
settlement rather than a trash dump or site for industrial refuse produced from sugar
production, as it is in a field that is still locally referred to as “Negro yard” by people in the
surrounding villages (many of whom work at the plantation). The site also fits a pattern
where most “slave yards” have been identified historically in Barbados (Handler
2002:123). By the late seventeenth century “Negro yard” became the most common
designation for the location of settlements for the enslaved in Barbados. From around the
1660s to 1834, Handler found that there were about 400 medium-to-large size
plantations—including St. Nicholas Abbey—and each contained a slave settlement, with
the majority having from 101 to 200 enslaved workers (Handler 2002: 141). The
settlements were located near the mill yard and were also within sight of the great house
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where the planter resided, typically west (or downwind) of the planter or overseer’s
residence (Handler 2002: 125).

Figure 14: Image taken from the Early Village site, showing its proximity to the mill yard and mansion house.
The location of the field and the field's name fit a historical pattern Handler identified relating to the location
of settlements for the enslaved (Handler at al 1989; Handler 2002).

Archaeological survey and test unit excavations were completed just to the northwest of
the Early Village site due to Handler observing the presence of several "stone mounds" on
this ridge during the 1987 field season (Devlin 2008; Handler 1989: 42). Intact stratigraphy
and cultural deposits were immediately identified, as this area is located on rocky, “rab”
lands where agriculture was never possible. Handler described the surface representation
of this site in the following passage:
This grass piece contained a scattering of apparent stone mounds which several
informants reported as the remnants of about three or four old stone houses
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(referred to as 'slave houses,' a term frequently used in Barbados for this house
type). These houses were once part of the plantation's tenantry and had been torn
down sometime in the 1950s. The area around the stone mounds had a very thick
grass cover, and because of its rockiness and very shallow soil, it had never been
cultivated" (Handler 1989: 42).
In 2009 I met a carpenter who worked at St. Nicholas Abbey who provided a similar
account of the former slave houses. The carpenter shared his personal story of being born
in one of the rubble stone “slave houses” that stood at this site, just to the northwest of the
Early Village. He noted these houses were indeed torn down in the 1950s because the
absentee plantation owner said the stone houses “reminded him too much of slavery.” At
least four or five of these house-types used to stand on the ridge located between the
fields historically referred to as “Negro yard” and “Tenant field.” After the rubble stone
houses on the ridge were demolished in the mid-twentieth century families were relocated
to the plantation tenantry at Moore Hill, which is approximately 400 meters to the west of
the mill yard and located on the periphery of the plantation lands. Moore Hill also
contained identical limestone-constructed houses that were introduced to the island of
Barbados during the late period of slavery (Handler and Bergman 2009). One remaining
rubble stone house that is still remembered as a slave house by the community still stands
(Figure 15). Other long-time employees at St. Nicholas Abbey informed me of similar
rubble stone houses that were once located within a field along the entrance road to the
estate, adjacent to the mansion house. This information, along with multiple domestic
settlement sites identified for the enslaved and plantation tenants, suggest a more
complex settlement pattern beginning during the late period of slavery that does not fit a
typical model reported from documentary sources alone.
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Figure 15: An historic structure that was common during the period of slavery in Barbados is one of the last
remaining “slave huts”, located in Moore Hill, a former plantation tenantry at St. Nicholas Abbey. Identical
rubble stone houses once stood at the nearby Late Village archaeology site on the same plantation.

The artifact assemblage from the Late Village site is similar to the Early Village site and
consists primarily of domestic serving wares, iron fragments, architectural materials, and a
bottle dump comprised of dark-green wine bottles, case bottles, and stoneware jars
(Chamber 2016; Devlin 2008; Mocklin 2009). The site is located at the crossroads of the
plantation cart tracks that lead to several other nearby villages and likely served as a locus
of social interaction where alcohol consumption took place (Figures 16 and 17) (Smith
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2019). Also like the Early Village site is its location along the forested gully that would have
served as both a refuge from plantation surveillance and a natural corridor to discreetly
move through the restrictive landscape (Smith and Bassett 2016). Artifact analysis of the
site has been completed from multiple field seasons, which date the construction of the
site from the last quarter of the eighteenth century through the early twentieth century
(DAACS; Devlin 2008).
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Figure 16: Location of the Late Village site where plantation workers lived at St. Nicholas Abbey from the late
period of slavery until the mid-twentieth century. Map retrieved from DAACS at
https://www.daacs.org/plantations/st-nicholas-abbey/.
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Figure 17: Location of archaeological excavation test units that yielded many artifacts from the late period of
slavery at St. Nicholas Abbey. Map retrieved from DAACS at https://www.daacs.org/sites/st-nicholas-abbeyworkers-village/.
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In addition to excavations at the Late Village site, I documented the architectural details of
the rubble stone house or ‘slave hut’ that is still owned by the plantation and located less
than half of a kilometer from the plantation entrance at Moore Hill (Figure 18). Several
members of the local community expressed interest in having the structure documented
and studied. Henry Fraser, an architectural historian and lifelong resident of Barbados,
adds gravity to the historic structure’s significance with the following observation (1990:
166), “. . .the best and most certain example” of what constitutes a “genuine slave hut . . .
is the one at Moore’s Hill, in the tenantry of St. Nicholas Abbey.” Similarly, Barbadian
historian Karl Watson has determined from his observations of architectural heritage on
the island that these stone houses can be identified as being houses for the enslaved—as
opposed to those belonging to militia tenants or indentured servants--because of their
identical and uniform appearance in spatially arranged rows (Watson 2003), which
residents of Moore Hill have corroborated despite the rest being in ruins. Further, the
Moore Hill area has been identified as a tenantry that was plantation-owned up until at
least 1980 (Watson and Potter 2001: 114), until the Tenantry Freehold Act was passed,
allowing tenants to buy the land under their houses for greatly reduced rates.
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Figure 18: The Moore Hill house is identical to other stone houses that were built for enslaved Barbadians
beginning in the late eighteenth century. This historic photo of a stone house is identical to the extant
structure at Moore Hill and is likely from the northern most parish of St. Lucy (image from the personal
collection of Jerome S. Handler).

The Moore Hill house is located on the south side of the main road leading to St. Abbey
and is orientated toward cardinal north. The homes on either side of this road are
buttressed by very wide and steep gullies that are overgrown in thick forest. The tenantry
is in a very rural area in the parish of St. Peter, though two rum shops, a church, and a
cricket field (three of the island’s mainstays for community-based recreation) are all within
walking distance. The Moore Hill house was rented from the plantation by at least three
generations of the Lopez family, from 1938 until the 1970s, when a house spot was
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purchased by Ethyl Lopez and a chattel house was constructed and later converted into a
modern, concrete home situated within one meter next to the west of the historical rubble
stone house. The rubble stone house is located at the end of a cliff with a commanding
view of the Atlantic and a panoramic view of the main road below that winds up to St.
Nicholas Abbey plantation. Even though the Lopez family no longer rents the rubble stone
house—which is still owned by the plantation—the family continues to care for the historic
structure and uses the house-yard complex to pen pigs and sheep. A thin layer of soil is
apparent in few areas of the yard, though most of the house itself is built right into bedrock
that consists of the structure’s main building material—coral limestone. Indeed, two fields
nearby are named East and West Lime Kiln and were likely used to procure construction
materials for the built environment at St. Nicholas Abbey.
The objective of the archaeological work at the Moore Hill house was to physically
document the dimensions and architectural details of the extant structure, and to learn
when the house was constructed (Bergman 2010). The architecture itself was impossible
to date since there were no diagnostic materials used to construct the house. A surface
collection of artifacts from the house and yard was completed in addition to four 1m x 1m
test units in the yard around the house and two 1m x 1m units in the interior of the house.
Shovel test pits were placed at the end of a slope on the border of a gully behind the
house. The artifacts excavated from the site included a few pieces of late eighteenth- and
early nineteenth-century pearlware and whiteware ceramics, and several ceramic sherds
repurposed for gaming pieces (Figure 19). Most artifacts were mass-produced refined
earthenware’s dating from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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Figure 19: All three village sites for worker's at St. Nicholas Abbey contained repurposed ceramic gaming
pieces.

Ethnographic information proved extremely helpful, in addition to the architectural and
archaeological research at Moore Hill. Several members of this tenantry provided the
location of at least four similar rubble stone houses that were extant and occupied until the
1960s (Figure 20). People who lived at Moore Hill during the 1950s and 1960s could easily
identify the former location of these houses and reported that they were spatially arranged
in a uniform row along the access road. However, no current remnants of such structures
still exist on the landscape as most tenantry occupants have since constructed new
houses on the same spots of land where the former houses for the enslaved once stood.
While the archaeological evidence at Moore Hill is difficult to date due to the long-term
residence of the site and the lack of discrete cultural deposits, it is possible the Moore Hill
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tenantry was constructed during the late eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries when the
Late Village site was initially settled.

Figure 20: Rubble stone houses for the enslaved were constructed in rigid, uniformed rows beginning in the
late eighteenth century on sugar plantations. This photograph from an unknown location in Barbados during
the twentieth century shows how the ones at St. Nicholas Abbey were described by plantation residents as
being constructed in linear rows.

The development of the Late Village and the construction of rubble stone houses on the
plantation corresponds to when many other British-influenced Improvements were
occurring at St. Nicholas Abbey, and is therefore traced to the design of John Gay Alleyne.
Alleyne managed and resided at St. Nicholas Abbey plantation during this period. The
archaeological evidence implicates Alleyne as intervening in the design of housing for the
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enslaved at both the Early and Late Village sites. The presence of architectural artifacts at
the Early Village suggests that the African-influenced wattle-and-daub houses were being
replaced with wooden structures, whereas remnants of rubble stone dwellings were
identified at the Late Village. I explore the architectural changes to both the plantation
owner’s house and the houses of enslaved peoples as being interconnected. Alleyne, as
an advocate of the planter ideal, designed English-styled settlements for the enslaved,
which archaeologists refer to as the ‘planter-imposed’ landscape model (Armstrong 2000;
Chapman 1991; Heath 2000; Higman 1998; Singleton 1995).
3.3 The Materiality of Improvement, 1780-1850
The settlements for the enslaved at St. Nicholas Abbey exhibit an observable pattern in
the archaeology of plantation slavery throughout the West Indies. The planter-imposed
landscape consists of the settlement and housing of the enslaved being carefully designed
and controlled by the plantation owner/manager. The imposed landscape model,
consisting of orderly spatial arrangements of settlements and permanent building
materials, was copied from models in England, where rows of cottages with walls of stone
or brick and thatched roofs were designed to tie laborers to farms (Higman 1998: 190). It is
argued that planters in Jamaica attempted to impose this model on plantation workers to
demonstrate their power and to reassure the planter class of the durability of a slave labor
system that was entering its final day (1998: 189-91). Indeed, the ideology of power and
control expressed by planters in the settlements of the enslaved throughout the West
Indies was seldom practiced in the plantation landscape until the abolition of the slave
trade in 1807. Even then, Paul Farnsworth cautions that the extent to which they practiced
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such control varied considerably during different places and times, from plantation to
plantation, and island to island (2001: 234; Meyers 2019).
Though architectural expressions in the Caribbean are as varied as the islands
themselves, they share a historical unity shaped by the institutions of slavery and
colonialism (Crain 1996:5). The shared elements in the Caribbean popular house are
typically described as a creole style that developed from an amalgamation of ‘high’
architecture along with housing traditions that originated in the countryside of both West
Africa and Europe (Slesin et al. 1985: 2). In the 1970s, John Michael Vlach opened the
door to cultural research of landscape and vernacular architecture studies with his
comparative work on the shotgun house in Louisiana, Haiti, and Nigeria (1975). As a
pioneer of the field, he helped shed light on the “African-based traditions that have helped
shape American expressive culture . . .” However, according to Vlach (1986:43), “black
folk architecture in the United States remains, for the most part, a hidden heritage.” The
same can be said of Barbados, and though the cultural origins of house types are often
difficult to reconstruct, the influence of housing traditions that emerged during the period of
slavery greatly impacted vernacular practices. Here historical archaeology has much to
offer.
At Monteplier plantation in Jamaica, Barry W. Higman documented the changes in
plantation housing from slavery to freedom. Many of the changes that occurred in the
villages of the enslaved happened throughout the island of Jamaica. For example, at
Roehampton plantation the estate owner ordered that stone houses be built and fashioned
in (cited in Higman 1998: 147) “a row of houses the same as may be built here [in
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England].” Despite these efforts enslaved peoples at Roehampton “refused to occupy
them,” which baffled the planter as he argued these permanent houses were of “a far
superior description . . . to the ordinary Negro house” (cited in Higman 1998: 147). Using
archaeological and textual information at three village sites for the enslaved at Monteplier,
Higman shows that changes in architectural forms that were imposed by the planter class
were accepted by the enslaved only when there were opportunities for the enslaved to
maintain cultural elements that conformed to the ideology of the planter. Rectangularity of
houses was such an element, but the difference between organic and permanent building
materials did not change the concept of how space was used within the house types.
However, the building of durable stone houses in a grid pattern of regimented lines, as
was imposed at Montpelier and Roehampton in the early nineteenth century, introduced
an inflexible principle into the fluid settlement patterns that the enslaved traditionally built
using organic materials (1998: 190). Such orderly spatial arrangements of settlements and
the use of permanent building materials were copied from models in England, where rows
of connected cottages with walls of stone or brick and thatched roofs were designed to tie
laborers to farms, which became a common practice during the eighteenth century
(Higman 1998: 190). Higman argued that planters in Jamaica attempted to impose this
model at Montpelier to demonstrate their power and to reassure the planter class of the
durability of a slave labor system that was entering its last day. Enslaved peoples used
building materials to (Higman 1998: 190) “manipulate the fabric to produce preferred
architectural elements,” but the “realignment of space within the village settlement pattern
was more painfully achieved.”
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William Chapman researched similar changes in villages of the enslaved during the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in the Danish West Indies (now the US Virgin
Islands), arguing that these settlements (1991: 108) “underwent dramatic transformation”
that has been documented on other Caribbean islands with “little sense of
interrelationship.” Chapman was the first to address the reason these changes became so
common in the region by tracing the origins of these model-village ideals and linking the
imposing architecture with agricultural and industrial practices. During the eighteenth
century in Britain, landowners adopted a series of dramatic farm Improvements, which
included experimentation with new crops, rotational practices, redesign of farm buildings,
and Improvements in laborers’ housing (1991: 115-116). As the Industrial Revolution
resulted in the wider dissemination of information on a global scale, many planters in the
Caribbean began reading published treaties on agricultural Improvement and followed
advice from abroad.
Chapman argues that planters in the Caribbean practiced similar model-housing ideals as
those in Britain during the enclosure movement to increase productivity and population
growth. Though Chapman traces the changes in building materials with current trends in
Britain, he has a more difficult time explaining why wood, rather than masonry, proliferated
in post-emancipation years. He suggests greater availability of wood products became
available at this time, though (1991:119) “it is tempting to suggest that perhaps the
planters’ earlier preferences for wood construction had resurfaced, in a sense, in their new
expectations for former slaves.” In Chapter Four I provide an alternative interpretation of
why imported construction materials because necessary in the design of postemancipation housing on plantations.
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In the Bahamas, Paul Farnsworth, as with Chapman (1991) and Higman (1998), questions
the significance these European style-imposed housing ideals had on local vernacular
traditions in the post-emancipation period. He observed that stone-built houses which
closely resemble the stone-built slave houses found on many plantations in the Caribbean
are widely recognized by Bahamians as their ancestral house (2001: 235). In Barbados
this is not the case, as similar stone houses are almost always referred to as “slave huts”.
Farnsworth struggles with these issues as he finds the stone-built houses (2001: 236)
“stand as symbols of their enslavement.”
Indeed, Farnsworth observes that the majority of enslaved persons on Bahamian
plantations probably lived in one-room wattle and daub, thatch houses that were part of
the cultural heritage shared by both West African and Creole slaves as well as British and
American born planters (2001: 270). With the introduction of permanent building materials
after the rise of the British agrarian reform movement, the enslaved continued to build
houses that resembled their traditional wattle and daub types. The materials changed but
not the house form. Only planters that were willing (2001: 270) “to supervise construction”
were able to “strictly impose more European-inspired houses on their enslaved people.”
Like Higman, Farnsworth is able to interpret the changes in construction materials as a
(2001: 270) “successful cultural compromise between African and European peoples that
established a Bahamian architectural tradition.”
What these plantation archaeological studies in the Caribbean tell us is that the enclosure
movement in Britain resulted in similar model-housing ideals on sugar plantations in
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overseas colonies. This was accomplished for the same reasons as it was in Britain—to
Improve agricultural productivity and ensure there was a continuous, reliable labor supply.
In Barbados, the archaeological and architectural evidence demonstrates that the imposed
landscape model was introduced by the 1790s and corresponds to the period of antislavery activity in Britain. Yet, it is important to note the increased interest in the design of
settlements for the enslaved was also necessitated by important historical circumstances,
such as food shortages following the American Revolution and devastation to life and
property following the hurricane of 1780 (Roberts 2006: 557). Both events forced many
planters to implement innovations to promote the health of the enslaved. One innovation
that enhanced the planter’s economic self-interest was improved slave housing, which was
closely linked to increasing the population and production of the enslaved workforces
during this period. Barbados conforms the wider regional patter observed by William
Chapman, Barry Higman, and Paul Farnwrth in the late eighteenth- /early nineteenthcentury transformation of villages for the enslaved throughout the Caribbean. More
research will shed light on how elite, creole plantation owners in the Caribbean attempted
to copy certain aspects of the enclosure movement in Britain.
West Indian planters adopted design changes to villages for the enslaved as an
Improvement to increase agricultural production in the management of the enslaved and
as an ameliorative practice. But this does not explain the ideological problem: Why were
English methods of Improvement borrowed for a very un-English institution in the West
Indies? Typically, historical archaeologists interpret this problem through the analysis of
cultural negotiations and/or power relations between the enslaved and the planter class. In
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these interpretations, the focus is on varying degrees of autonomy and control or
resistance. Similar studies in Caribbean archaeology have demonstrated how housing and
settlements of the enslaved were important sites in the construction of Black, creole
identity. Instead, this chapter shows the archaeology of planter-imposed villages of the
enslaved in the West Indies are evidence of White creole identity. As Trevor Burnard
notes, an “‘Improved’ society was, by definition, an English society” (1999: 63).
Transforming the African-influenced villages for the enslaved at St. Nicholas Abbey was a
claim of belonging. It was a visual representation of a cultural landscape designed by
slave owners as belonging to a culture that was White, West Indian, and English.
3.4 White Creole Identity in Barbados
Alleyne was one of the most prominent planters of the eighteenth century, a popular
politician and a social reformer. He owned three plantations through inheritance when he
was just six years old, received a fourth through marriage, and went on to manage several
more during his lifetime (Allen 1939). Though there is little historical information relating to
Alleyne as a professional plantation manager, it is possible to interpret the historical and
social context of his policies through archaeology at St. Nicholas Abbey, and at Newton
plantation in Christ Church and the Codrington plantations in St. John. This is because
Alleyne served as an attorney at these latter two estates in the 1790s, and because each
has been studied by scholars of slavery. Jerome S. Handler and a team of archaeologists
excavated one of the largest burial grounds for enslaved peoples at Newton (Handler and
Lange 1978). At the Codrington plantations in St. John, which were owned by the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (SPG), historians J. Harry Bennett, Jr.
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(1958), and Frank Klingberg (1949) scrutinized the rich documentary archives of the
Society for insights into plantation slavery. From these secondary sources it is
documented that stone and wooden houses for the enslaved were constructed at these
plantations during the 1790s, when Alleyne would have been influential in the daily lives of
the enslaved as the manager of these estates.
Alleyne’s life as a politician is also well-documented, as he was one of the most
distinguished persons of eighteenth-century public life in Barbados and widely admired as
a “venerable patriot” of his native soil (Poyer 1808: 343). Alleyne was elected to the House
of Assembly in 1757 at age 33 and served for 40 years as representative for the parish of
St. Andrew. Two years after being elected to public office he attracted public attention by
his defense of Barbados, after an unnecessary naval defeat by French colonial rivals.
When a pamphlet was published that insulted the character of the “cowardly” Barbadians,
Alleyne penned his own protective response which won him much praise (Poyer 1808:
319-20). After a decade in the Parliament, he became Speaker of the House of Assembly
in Barbados, serving almost thirty years, and was regularly re-elected until he resigned in
1797. Following on the heels of Jamaica, he was the first Speaker to demand freedom
from arrest, freedom of speech, and similar privileges for all parliamentarians as obtained
in Britain (O’Shaughnessy 2011). Thus, the Assembly steadily extended its authority and
influence, becoming a potent weapon in the hands of the planters whose interests were
fully represented in the House. Alleyne’s request for parliamentary privileges, however,
were ridiculed in a pamphlet titled A Short History of Barbados (1767), written by Henry
Frere, who was also a member of the council and who asserted his unwavering loyalty of
Barbados to Britain. Alleyne wrote and published yet another self-defensive reply,
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resulting in a bloodless feud. At the heart of resentment between the two was antagonism
between colonial and metropolitan loyalty.
Alleyne was well respected in not only Barbados, but also in England. He was the first
person in the colony to become a Baronet of Great Britain in 1769. Shortly after, during the
1770s, the sugar industry in Barbados passed through one of the most trying periods,
suffering from drought and compounded by a loss of trade that followed the American
Revolution. Alleyne’s speeches in the Assembly reflected this anxiety. He proposed many
measures to improve Barbados. Contemporary (and not-so-contemporary) historians
wrote positive reviews of Alleyne's ability to do so during this period. He has been admired
as a “radical” who spoke with moving sympathy for the large, poor white populace of
Barbados (Allen 1939; Bennett 1950; Hoyos 1972). He also defeated a bill that would have
increased the manumission fee of enslaved women, and often expressed regret over the
“necessity” of being a slaveholder (Hoyos 1972: 78). In addition, he gained an early
reputation as a paternalistic slaveholder. Indeed, he personally wrote to Granville Sharp, in
response to the Somersett case, requesting to meet with Sharp to discuss how England
must oppose the “horrid” relation of slave and master (Alleyne 1772). As a man of the late
Enlightenment, Alleyne portrayed himself as a causality of the system of slavery. He made
it clear in his speeches that he was born into being a slaveholder—not by his choosing—
but as a result of the actions taken by their English great-grandfathers who founded the
colony.
Alleyne's record of historic accomplishments had extraordinarily little to do with the reform
of slavery. Rather, his actions are more suggestive of the contrary-- of the conservative
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West India planter who upheld cultural, commonsense policies that were based upon the
ideological boundaries of race and slavery. As one of several attorneys at Codrington, he
dismissed the idea of bringing Christian education to the enslaved in the West Indies
(Bennett 1950: 63). This is striking, as he was hired as an attorney by the SPG, whose
primary mission was to do what Alleyne arrogantly insisted was a waste of time and
resources. The enslaved were far too ignorant he argued, and education at the Codrington
school should be reserved solely for white boys. Finally, when England advised the West
Indies to raise five black regiments because it was believed the white population was too
degenerate, Alleyne refused to do so in Barbados (Schomburgh 1848: 212). The two
policies he rejected--one as plantation manager, the other as parliamentarian-demonstrate that Alleyne was an advocate of local, White creole identity that was
increasingly based on the politics of slavery and White supremacy.
Alleyne was also a member of the Barbados Society for the Encouragement of the Arts,
Manufactures and Commerce, which was founded by the English planter Joshua Steele in
the late eighteenth century. Lambert describes the Society and its founder as the leader of
a program that sought to restructure plantation life to ‘Improve’ the conditions of enslaved
peoples (2005: 41-55). Steele was a contemporary of Alleyne’s who moved to Barbados
from Britain in 1780 to overtake the management of several plantations that he owned and
remained on the island up until his death in 1796. The most radical (and critiqued) reform
he established on his estates was coined the ‘copyhold slave system’. Under Steele’s
system, rents and wages replaced forced coercion, and the enslaved were provided a halfacre to acre of land on the plantation so that they could produce their own food for
subsistence as well as exchange. Steele published detailed articles about the success of
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his new liberal system implemented on each of his three estates in the Barbados Gazattes
(published under “Letters from Philio-Xylon” during the years 1787-88 and reprinted by
several abolitionists during the nineteenth century) (cited in Lambert 2005: 41-55).
Lambert draws on the case study of Joshua Steele to make the argument that debates
over the future of slavery came to redefine White creole identities in Barbados between
the 1780s and 1830s (2005: Chapter Two). As an agent of reformist, metropolitan
antislavery pressure, Steele was confronted with opposition from more conservative
planters in Barbados. Since his interventions threatened racial and status-based
hierarchies, this opposition was expressed in terms of opposing discourses. The first of
these tended to embrace the large, poor White population and large slave-owners into a
common opposition with free and enslaved ‘non-Whites’. The other discourse was a
paternalistic one centered on the legitimacy of slave-ownership—the planter ideal. Here,
the overarching distinction was one of status rather than race. The tensions between these
discourses, or modes of identification, demonstrate the ways that each could configure
both loyalty and opposition to metropolitan Britain.
Both the planter ideal and White supremacist modes of identification were in place in
Barbados by the late eighteenth century, with the planter ideal affecting plantation
management during the first abolitionist movement in the late eighteenth century, and
more significantly during the emancipation era. These discourses and the conflicts
between them were experienced throughout the island and across the Atlantic. The
archaeology at St. Nicholas Abbey shows the extent to which Alleyne strove to express his
own loyalty to England while simultaneously trying to legitimize slave ownership. One of
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the most obvious symbolic gestures of his loyalty to England was the planting of the
mahogany trees I have already mentioned to celebrate the signing of the Treaty of Paris in
1783. This was not only to show that the colony shared the same values as Britain but was
also an attempt after enclosure to turn former Commons into estate parkland with treelined drives, following the current fashion of English estates. In Barbados these landscape
changes produced an idealized, cultural representation of British/ free landscape to
replace one that was instead tropical and unfree.
While Alleyne openly embraced an English, metropolitan identity, he also actively
maintained the popular, local discourse among the more conservative planters. He did this
through legislation that sought to uplift the marginalized whites in the island. Alleyne
erected and endowed The Alleyne School in the parish of St. Andrew in 1785, the first and
only school established for the instruction of impoverished white boys (Bennett 1950).
Alleyne, as a powerful planter and politician, was active in the maintenance of both race
and status at St. Nicholas Abbey and beyond. Planters in Barbados prided themselves as
being benevolent and the most ‘English’ of all the West Indies. This no doubt attests to the
development of plantation tenantries, designed by planters to represent a free, English
landscape, as a claim of belonging.
Barbados was the only colony in the entire British Empire to vote for the abolition of the
slave trade. One reason this was done because White Barbadians were extremely
successful in the political mobilization of the landscape-as-representation, where enslaved
Barbadians were portrayed as the beneficiaries of English improvement. Improvement
here is a set of practices that included the “betterment” of people and the land in a shared
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space. This was achieved by incorporating practices in the management of the enslaved
that were increasingly used by the British in the formation of a working class resulting from
industrialization. Barbadian planters even convinced the most ardent abolitionist-activists
of the late eighteenth century, including Olaudah Equaino who published his praise of
Barbadian planters--and Phillip Gibbes specifically--in The Interesting Narrative of the Life
of Olaudah Equiano Or Gustavus Vassa, The African: Written by Himself (1789: 136-7).
Phillip Gibbes was a prominent Barbadian planter, contemporary and fried of John Gay
Alleyne’s. He was also a member of The Barbadian Society for Improvement of
Plantership and authored a popular plantation manual that went through three editions
(Roberts 2013: 151). The abolitionist William Dickinson echoed the sentiments of Equaino
in the introduction of his Letters on Slavery, signaling out Barbados from the rest of the
West Indies as being “adorned” with several persons of “worth and humanity”. These
Barbadians, Dickinson observes, are the most “eminent advocates for the Africans”
([1789] 1970).
3.5 Emancipation and Racial Dispossession
Though an expansion of village sites for the enslaved at St. Nicholas Abbey occurred
during the late period of slavery, plantation tenantries did not become widespread or
systematic in the colony of Barbados until after emancipation (Gibbs 1987). The
centerpiece of labor legislation in the colony, discussed in the previous chapter, was the
Master and Servants Act (1838) and later the Contract Act (1840). This law was not
unique to Barbados or sugar plantations of the West Indies. Rather, this law was a result
of rapid industrialization originating in Britain and spread throughout most all its empire,
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operating in the tobacco fields of colonial America, in Canadian forests and Australian
sheep stations; in African diamond mines and Indian tea gardens; in merchant ships on
the high seas, and in the warehouses and workshops of a thousand towns (Hay and
Craven 2005: 3). It reshaped the meaning of labor around the world and stripped most of
their rights in formal labor bargaining.

In the tenantries of Barbados there were no formal, written contracts in the post
emancipation era. Houses and house-spots constituted the binding contract of free people
and restricted their mobility and labor bargaining. Individuals who did not work or meet the
standards of their landlord-employer found their very presence on the plantation was
deemed unlawful. They could have wages withheld, go to prison, or—more commonly—be
evicted from their homes. Planters used the practice of house evictions to ensure the
stipulations provided in the tenant contracts were favorable to the estate. In 1839, the
British courts insisted that any evictions in the region must be reported to Parliament. As
such, some evictions were documented and published in the Papers Relative to the West
Indies in 1840, including an account from a young woman named Mimbo, classified as a
laborer at St. Nicholas Abbey who was ordered evicted by the plantation overseer,
Thomas S. Harding, on April 6, 1839. The slave returns that were mandatory throughout
the British Caribbean in 1834 to determine the compensation amounts owned to slave
owners documented Mimbo as barely 12 years old when slavery was abolished and that
she lived at St. Nicholas Abbey during the transition from slavery to freedom (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Plantation overseer Thomas S. Harding registered all enslaved persons at St. Nicholas Abbey for
the recently deceased plantation owner, Lawrence Trent Cumberbatch. Harding was the manager of St.
Nicholas Abbey during the transition from slavery to freedom and used evictions from plantation housing as
a form of social control in the post emancipation era. Charles Cave inherited £4078 1S 5D for the
compensation of 177 emancipated persons at St. Nicholas Abbey.

Harding was the plantation manager during most of the nineteenth century at St. Nicholas
Abbey, in both the slavery and post emancipation era, and described as a good friend of
Lawrence Trench Cumberbatch in his will. Mimbo, who was classified as a Black
Barbadian in the 1834 Return of Slaves Registry, was evicted from her house in 1839
because the overseer did not like her husband visiting the plantation to see her. She was
barely 17 years old. This young woman was in the occupancy of a house on the estate
that was valued at £20 and would have been living in one of the tenantries at St. Nicholas
Abbey. Five years later, at the age of 17, she was evicted from her home at the plantation.
Earlier that year, her husband, who had also been employed at St. Nicholas Abbey, was
evicted from a house he shared with her because he refused to perform some work that
he had been called to do, resulting in what the overseer stated was his choice of “quitting
the estate”. Not only did he lose his home, but he also had to move away from his wife,
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his family, and his village. But this did not keep him away from the plantation as he
continued to visit Mimbo and his loved ones.

Apparently, this greatly upset the overseer at St. Nicholas Abbey, as he found that he no
longer had any control of the man he had already evicted. As a result, he wielded his
power of eviction and banished both from St. Nicholas Abbey. In fall of the same year,
three more tenants were also ordered with evictions from the plantation. The Contract Act
(passed the same year as Mimbo’s eviction) formally legalized house evictions and
imprisonment for not working to the demands of the plantation overseer. Emancipated
Barbadians immediately responded to these injustices. The social action they brought to
the plantation was mobilized in the form of the chattel house, discussed in Chapter 4.

3.6 Discussion: Racialism, Slavery, and Representation
Historical archaeology at St. Nicholas Abbey is an individual case study that sheds light on
the development of a system that mimicked enclosure and the English ethic of
Improvement that became highly racialized in Barbados after abolition. The material
changes evidenced at St. Nicholas Abbey during the late period of slavery show the
construction of new fields, villages, and housing rapidly engendered property relations
immediately following legal emancipation in 1838. The commonalities in the construction
of these exclusionary landscapes in other settler colonies are well documented (Fields
2011:184), and are accomplished with cartographical authority, legal power, and
architectural control. All three of these modes of authority which are expressed in colonial
enclosures are evidenced in the landscape at St. Nicholas Abbey sugar plantation in
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Barbados.
Elite creoles constructed a new image of the planter class through material
representations of improved conditions of slavery. Every time an English abolitionist
initiated an attack on British West Indian identity, Barbadians countered with material
culture that displayed all the virtues of English civility. When Josiah Wedgewood depicted
an image of a kneeling, manacled African that was reproduced on consumer goods, Phillip
Gibbes responded with his own production of the Barbados penny, depicting an African
bust in royal garb, with the accompanying text on the token, ‘I SERVE’. The African is
displayed as a human, not as human property. It suggests what many accepted at facevalue: The institution of slavery was European and enslaved Africans were a necessary
casualty to satiate the enormous demand for tropical luxuries--such as the pineapple,
printed on the obverse of the token (Figure 22). The African on the Barbados penny is
obedient, civilized, and ‘Improved’ by the institution of chattel slavery, as it was practiced
in Barbados. Gibbes’ second-issue Barbados penny and halfpenny deploy more
sophisticated imagery. The African bust remains untouched, but the pineapple is replaced
with what appears to be a depiction of King George III, dressed as Neptune, riding a
chariot pulled by the mythological hippocamp, a beast with the front quarters of a horse
and the tail of a fish. In this powerful symbol, the English are again implicated in the
institution of slavery throughout the Atlantic world. The hippocamp, perhaps, represents
the emergence of identities being forged on both sides of the Atlantic. The materiality of
both pro- and anti-slavery ideology produced during their period is strikingly similar in
Barbados. It is only possible to fully appreciate the complexity of this material culture by
excavating the multiple discourses behind these competing images.
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Figure 22: Barbados planter Phillip Gibbes produced this Barbados penny as a response to abolition inspired
imagery that depicted the enslaved Africans in chains. Image reproduced from Bergman and Smith 2014.

In Jerome Handler’s personal field notes from his research at St. Nicholas Abbey during
the 1980s he describes how one woman from the plantation’s tenantry recalled playing
with a “slave penny” as a child. Certainly, this woman was referring to the coin Phillip
Gibbes produced during the late period of slavery in Barbados, depicting an ‘Improved’
image of an enslaved African. Similar to representations of Improvement displayed on the
coin were John Gay Alleyne’s portrayal of an English tenantry on his Barbadian estate
during the late eighteenth century, when the anti-slavery campaign was initiated in
England.
Alleyne was constructing White creole identity by replacing ‘uncivilized’ African-styled
houses and villages on his estate. He did this by implementing English-designed housing
for a small number of the enslaved at the plantation in the Late Village just north of the mill
yard. Though archaeologists often interpret these planter-controlled settlements through
the lens of power relations and/or cultural negotiations of the enslaved, I wish to highlight
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how the planters’ construction of White creole identity and the maintenance of local racial
ideology was also being negotiated during this period. Barbadians used the same logic as
the abolitionists to negotiate their position and status in the British Empire. They did not
refute that slavery was a national crime; rather it was an institution the Barbadian planter
class inherited from their English forefathers, and only they possessed the expertise
(through centuries of slaveholding in ‘Little England’) necessary to reform—or Improve—
the enslaved.
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Chapter 4: The Materiality of Informal Property Ownership and Belonging
4.1 Defining Concepts of Property and Belonging during the Emancipation Era
The process of emancipation in Barbados and much of the Caribbean tends to focus on
two models in the historical archaeology of the African diaspora. The first one uses the
plantation model (Armstrong 1990; Armstrong and Kelly 2000; Delle 1998, 2000; Handler
and Lange 1978; Hauser 2011), while the other one focuses on “peasantries” “freeholders”
or “marronage” (see Agorsah 1994, 1999, and 2007; Mintz 1974; Weik 1997). The first
model uses archaeological, documentary, and oral history to reconstruct the past from the
emic view of the “quarters”. Within this view, processes of creolization, identity formation,
resistance and power are all explicated from the period of slavery through freedom, and
usually these processes continue until, for whatever reason, the people in these quarters
move out and only leave material traces which the archaeologist dutifully recovers. The
other model focuses on African diasporans who fought, and won, to become owners of
real property and of their own labor—either through self-emancipation in the case of
marronage, or by those who left the plantations after slavery and were able to acquire
land. As the latter was not possible for formerly enslaved persons in Barbados, this
chapter highlights the agency of those who lived on plantations after emancipation by
providing an overview of the chattel house and how it developed over time.

In doing so I seek to emphasize how plantation tenants were able to achieve widespread
home ownership in the immediate decades following emancipation, demonstrating that
local response to global forces always factor in determining certain rules of the “social
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game” under capital accumulation (Harvey 1990). In this sense, the cultural landscape
experience shows how housing and home ownership served as a counter to the alienation
felt by those who lost customary rights to houses and food crops established during
slavery. A focus on agency assures that alienation is not seen as a “top-down”
phenomenon where African diasporans simply fall victim to institutionalized violence and
social control or buy into capitalist ideologies. Though plantation workers in the years
immediately following emancipation in Barbados were not entirely “free” agents who
possessed autonomy, opportunity, or the resources to always fully resist or direct the
property relations in which they maneuvered, they used agency to negotiate the rules,
resources, and restraints that allowed for new opportunities (see Silliman 2006). Thus, the
cultural landscape at St. Nicholas Abbey is not just an idealized cultural image produced
by creole Whites to erase the sin of slavery while simultaneously promoting a racial
ideology based on property relations. The landscape similarly encompasses and is shaped
by the tenant’s cultural values. The chattel house in Barbados emerged through this
process. Therefore, I argue this housing tradition is a cultural institution similar to another
post-emancipation form of African Caribbean property—family land.

While I have shown that legal consciousness was accumulated into social institutions to
remake property and kin relations, the focus of this chapter is on the significance of the
chattel house as an extralegal means to maintain family relations and some degree of
economic independence in post-emancipation Barbados. I show this was possible by
tracing many of the informal, material practices used to obtain home ownership—primarily
relying on an African-informed cultural practice based on public display and social
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recognition (see Penningroth 2003)—during the period of slavery. It is these informal
material practices that flourished during the period of slavery that laid down precedents for
subsequent home ownership within plantation tenantries, within the wider context
discussed above of the newly emancipated being continuously denied formal or legal
opportunities to claim property during emancipation, despite their active participation in the
courts (see Chapter Two). In stark contrast to the larger and more mountainous islands
throughout the Caribbean where obtaining land ownership was possible, African
Barbadians had to devise modes of property ownership where land was largely
unavailable (for exceptions see Marshall 2014). Negotiations of where emancipated
persons could live, work, and produce commodities occurred between plantation laborer
and manager, and little documentary evidence exists that speaks to this phenomenon.
However, changes in housing materials and practices offer important insights.

In the tenantries of St. Nicholas Abbey and throughout much of Barbados, housing and
access to land to grow food and raise livestock formed the labor contracts of emancipated
workers. It is unsurprising that the last known resident to occupy the rubble stone slave
house at the Moore Hill tenantry--Ethyl Lopez--moved in during the year of 1938. The
Master and Servants Act was abolished just one year earlier, almost an entire century
after emancipation (Marshall 1993: 128). In the 1950s, Ethyl’s daughter (also employed at
St. Nicholas Abbey) rented a small plot of land from the plantation manager adjacent to
her mother’s home to build her own house constructed of wood boards in a style often
referred to as a chattel house (Figure 23). These are the houses of plantation tenants who
could not own land, and who could be evicted—and often were—for the flimsiest of
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reasons. Such was the case of Mimbo, who resided in plantation housing at St. Nicholas
Abbey in the immediate years before and after slavery, who was evicted solely because
the manager wanted to keep her boyfriend (who had previously been evicted) away from
the estate who kept coming to visit his loved one.

Figure 23: Image of a traditional chattel house located in the Moore Hill Tenantry.

4.2 Defining the Chattel House
In the Caribbean, each island has a variant type of small house with specific attributes or
stylistic features which set it apart as folk or vernacular architecture (Crain 1994; Edwards
1980). However, no other island in the region has as distinctive a housing type or tradition
as Barbados does, with its distinctive chattel house. Traditional chattel houses are
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historically the home of the poor in Barbados. The wooden, moveable unit developed out
of a situation of insecurity of land tenure resulting from the tenantry system and has been
the main residence of Barbadians throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. By
the time the Freehold Purchase Act of 1980 allowed widespread ownership of land within
tenantries (or house spots), 75% of Barbadians were living in chattel houses (Boldin
1982).

The small wooden structures, occasionally decorated with attractive gingerbread fretwork,
rest by their own weight on neatly piled stones or groundsill placed strategically around
their frame rather than being anchored to a foundation. Timber boards used for the houses
were typically pre-cut in standard lengths of 12 to 20 feet, though there are many
variations in this housing tradition. The front façades tend to be symmetrical, with the door
in the center flanked by a window (equally spaced), on each side (Figure 24). As the
owner’s financial situation changed additions would be constructed. The roofs were often
made of corrugated iron with a tin coating to reduce rust More modern versions of the
same type of house are built with more permanence and include decorative characteristics
such as pediments, quoined corners, fan windows, key stones and sash windows. The
chattel house remains a time-tested, creative and innovative response to the devastating
effects of the tenantry system as home ownership allowed tenants more autonomy over
their daily lives. More importantly, home ownership allowed for the production and
maintenance of kinship relations.
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Figure: Architectural plan of a Barbadian chattel house, retrieved from chattelhouseplans.com on April 28,
2021.

Chattel houses, like family land, were never fully commodified on plantation tenantries the
way homes typically are in housing markets. This is because owning a house allowed for
greater control over family relationships, which could be devastated at a moment’s notice
when a loved one would move away due to a housing eviction. Home ownership provided
security in this harsh environment. It also allowed an increase in wages as non-resident
laborers could escape the ‘double rent’ of house and land. Despite there being more
widespread security in land tenure, people in Barbados continue to purchase and sell
small, wooden houses to their family members at extremely affordable rates, typically after
concrete blocks are used to convert the wooden house to a walled one. Once the
conversion to a walled (or concrete) house is completed, the wooden house is removed
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from the interior and is sold or gifted to family (Figure 25).

Figure 25: A wooden chattel house with several rear additions is in the process of being converted to a
concrete structure in Castle Tenantry, St. Peter, Barbados. Once the concrete conversion is completed, the
wooden chattel house will go to another family member.

One of the major differences between Caribbean family land and the Caribbean chattel
house is that the former is common property,12 while chattel houses are private property
belonging to an individual. Both common land (family land) and private property in housing
exist in varying degrees of formalized law or informal custom throughout the entire

An opposing view is that family land is not communal land because it is accessible only to heirs from a
specific family versus the community at large, and its use is defined by family tradition (Crichlow 1994: 76). I
use the term ‘communal property’ liberally to describe family land, in the sense that family land is a domain
that is neither individual property nor public property. There are several types of communal land ownership
throughout the Caribbean, including large-scale indigenous communal land owning in Dominica and
Suriname (Williams 2003).

12
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Caribbean territory (Watson and Potter 2001; Williams 2003). The term “chattel” very
specifically means movable, personal property in legal parlance. Chattel houses were
considered moveable property because in the event of a landlord-/tenant (or
employer/employee) dispute, the home owner would quickly move her house to a new
property.

Family land has received more attention in the anthropological literature (see Besson
1979, 1995; Clarke 1953, 1957; Greenfield 1960; Momsen 1987; Olwig 1994, 1995).
Family land came into being in the Caribbean when a plot of land which had been
acquired by an individual was passed to all descendants of the owner to hold in common
(Olwig 1995). Yet, it was not until the 1950s that its existence was documented by the
Jamaican anthropologist Edith Clarke, who noted the importance of land holdings held in
common by family in some of the Jamaican rural communities where she did fieldwork
(Clarke 1953, 1957). The invisibility, for almost a century, of family land outside the
African-Caribbean communities is probably related to the fact that it has constituted an
informal and extra-legal institution outside the bounds of colonial law which was based on
European legal concepts of property (Olwig 1995).

The institution of family land developed in the Caribbean when people of African descent
were emancipated and able to become legal owners of land (Besson
1979,1984,1987,1995; Crichlow 1994). Some land holdings were acquired during the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries by the growing number of freedpeople, and by
the latter part of the nineteenth century family land had become a widespread form of land
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ownership. Family land usually consists of rather small plots of land that were marginal
and never used in sugar production. Indeed, some of the areas of land sold off to the
formerly enslaved had never been used for sugar cultivation but had rather been allocated
to the enslaved to cultivate subsistence crops (Mintz 1974; Olwig 1985; Momsen 1987;
Besson 1995).

Family land became a shared resource to provide kin refuge from the demands of
plantation life. It also provided physical ties to one another and always offered a source of
belonging and return for those who left the Caribbean to make a living through migration,
or in nearby urban centers (Chamberlain 2004). Home ownership, like family land, became
associated with providing increased autonomy in other areas of daily life, including more
control over one’s ownlabor. For example, in Barbados an anonymous planter writing in
the pro-planter newspaper The West Indian about the tenantry system in 1858 reported
that “nearly two-thirds of all labor performed on our estates is done by laborers who are in
no contract nor have any obligation to the plantation, yet they work the hardest.” And in a
journal written by a visiting geologist to the island, the Earl Dunsnald observed “. . . that a
street of stone huts, constructed for their use, is almost abandoned by reason of the
unsuitability of such residences” (Cochrane 1851: 50). Such commentary during the
emancipation era suggests that plantation tenants refused to rent housing within plantation
tenantries, and instead negotiated the rental of land to construct individually owned
houses instead.
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4.3 Customary Property Rights Established During Slavery
While the chattel house and family land are post-emancipation developments (Boldin
1982; Crain 1996; Watson and Potter 2001), it is likely the core, wooden cottage and the
practice of house moving were common during the final stage of slavery. Historical
archaeology provides a direct line of evidence to investigate the activity of the enslaved in
a wide-ranging informal economy. This informal economy that existed during slavery
largely depended on variables such as access to land, family, and time. Historical
archaeology provides a powerful tool to interpret the different systems of economy, social
relations, and values in past societies. This is especially true for the study of property in
societies of extreme social inequality. Viewing property broadly as a set of social relations
within a field of struggle over resources helps explain why so many slave societies
throughout human history permitted their most exploited members—the enslaved—to own
property (Penningroth 2003: 192). For Africans and their descendants in the New World,
the meanings of property, race, and belonging were interrelated. Their claims to property
created ties to each other.

This is evident in Barbados, where the enslaved created a flourishing informal economy
despite the island being small and densely populated. Land-poor Barbados devoted nearly
every parcel of agricultural land for sugar production, and the enslaved were forced to
cultivate it under the arduous gang system from ‘sunup to sundown’ (Roberts 2009: 318).
Therefore, scholars agree that Barbados cannot compare to what existed in Jamaica,
where both Whites and Blacks depended on the independent production of food for
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subsistence by the enslaved (Mintz and Hall 1960). Penningroth, however, argues that
land was not the most important variable in the independent economic pursuits of the
enslaved—rather, it was an “economy of time” that mattered most (2003: 47). Such an
economy of time was most possible during the late period of slavery in Barbados, as the
enslaved worked relatively fewer hours than their counterparts in the rest of the West
Indies, and hardly ever at night (Higman 1995: 374-375). By custom they were also given
at least one day off each work week for their own use, and in 1826 the enslaved were, by
law, released from plantation work from Saturday evening until early Monday morning
(Handler and Lange 1978: 82).

Hillary Beckles (1995) further expands on Sidney Mintz and Douglas Hall’s division of
plantation systems into categories based on food production. In Barbados, unlike Jamaica,
most of the enslaved only possessed small plots of land in their house yard, usually no
greater than 25 yards square (Beckles 1995: 31). They could not therefore be defined as
anything more than ‘petty proto-peasants,’ yet the scale of their huckstering activities was
no less developed than that in Jamaica, where the enslaved cultivated several acres of
land independently (Beckles 1995: 33). Beckles interprets the relations between
independent production and huckstering—primarily by women—as a creole development
(1995: 32). Beckles’ interpretation sheds light on the complexity of informal practices
needed for property ownership to be sustained by the enslaved. Barbados was the earliest
colony to possess more enslaved women than men and more creoles than Africans. The
dynamics of this early creole society had important social, familial, and material
implications.
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The opportunities for the enslaved to accumulate material possessions varied, but
distinctions within the economic livelihood of the enslaved increased with the process of
creolization. Creole families could pool and pass on property and enslaved persons born
on an estate had a longer period of time to accumulate material goods over the course of
their lives. By the late eighteenth century visitors to Barbados sometimes described the
enslaved as living in villages (mostly) comprised of family units (Handler 2002: 128), and
in 1796, 80% of the enslaved at Newton estate, Christ Church, lived in individual
households consisting of family members only (Morgan 2007: 94-95). In theory, the
enslaved and their families had no legal property rights and little way of proving their
claims. Their possessions were allowed by custom rather than by law and they could be
snatched away from slave owners in a moment or stolen by other slaves or poor whites.
Because multiple people could claim the same property, the enslaved used an informal
practice of public display to establish ownership (Penningroth 2003: 91-97, 99-100).
Because the enslaved used public spaces to display their possessions and secure
acknowledgment from their masters and fellow slaves, the physical arrangement of the
plantation was essential to this practice.

Though villages for the enslaved in Barbados were physically located on land designated
by the planter, the enslaved were relatively free to construct their own houses and
organize their settlements (Handler 2002: 129; Higman 1995: 219, 221). Set aside on
small areas of land, villages were compact and houses were set very close together. For
surveillance and security, these settlements were located within direct view of plantation
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owners and overseers. The settlements of the enslaved at St. Nicholas Abbey sugar
plantation conform to these trends in plantation organization until late period of slavery,
when planter-imposed settlements emerge in Barbados and throughout the Caribbean.
Shifting the focus of analysis from artifacts that circulated in informal markets to the
interpretation of property in the landscape, I show how the cultural terms of belonging in
post-emancipation Barbados depended on upholding material practices that enabled
home ownership.

Public displays of home ownership could be visually communicated and socially
acknowledged in an informal Atlantic African-based property system (Peningroth 2003)
that became codified into law by the late nineteenth century (Toppin-Allahar 1997). In
Barbados, constructing houses on impermanent foundations raised above the plantationowned lands visually signified ownership distinct from the control of the plantation. Another
visual indicator was using imported building materials or recycled construction materials.
Rubble-stone houses (constructed from the island’s geological base and other naturally
occurring materials) and wattle-and-daub houses could not signify ownership because
they were constructed from materials available on the plantations—which the planter could
legally claim. Through time, plantation tenants came to own their own houses, built of
imported materials with co-operative labor (Watson and Potter 2001: 50-53). Home
ownership increased workers’ wages, as planters could not decrease wages for those who
did not live in estate housing. More importantly, plantation tenants could always ensure
that family would stay together. Thus, chattel houses provided autonomy over their daily
lives, family, and labor.
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Property ownership was established by the enslaved in Barbados through informal
systems that relied upon material practices used during slavery and probably originating
from Atlantic Africans13. As Penningroth has argued (2003), because there was no legal
framework to protect or even recognize the limited property rights allowed them, an
informal system of acknowledgment recognized by both Blacks and Whites enabled the
enslaved to mark boundaries of possession. In turn, property ownership--and the
negotiations it entailed--influenced and shaped kinship and community ties. This is most
evident in the chattel house. The chattel house is designed to display ownership by 1)
Building with imported materials that were purchased in the market rather than obtained
from plantation lands and 2) Being raised off the ground on an impermanent foundation to
visually cue that it is separate/ not owned by the landowner.

Thus, displaying and achieving homeownership was not just an economic pursuit; it was
valued socially because it allowed families to stay together after slavery. In George
Lamming’s postcolonial literary masterpiece, The Castle of My Skin (1953)—an
autobiographical memoir of growing up in a plantation tenantry—he stresses the social
value of homeownership (Lamming 1953: 245):
If there’s one golden rule we all on this island got it is this: if God give you health
and strength, work til you can get yuhself a shelter over ya head by day, and a
corner to rest yuh bones by night. And once you got it, give the good God thanks
and never get rid of it.

Atlantic Africa is a term used by Jane Guyer to denote a distinct commercial region within mostly West
Africa that ranges from the Muslim monetary regimes and bazaar/ trading economy of the Sahel and North
Africa to the merchant capitalism of the coast (2004: 4-5).
13
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Ethyl Lopez’s daughter is one of several hundreds of thousands of Barbadians that have
followed this golden rule. She became a homeowner in the tenantry of St. Nicholas Abbey
when she was in her early thirties. Today her home is no longer a chattel house, but a
sprawling and modern home constructed of cement blocks (Figure 26). As her family and
resources grew so too did her house. As I have already mentioned, she purchased her
house spot shortly after the Tenantries Freehold Purchase Act of 1980. As soon as she
owned the land her family began stockpiling supplies to build permanent walls over their
wooden house, using co-operative labor. While some may bemoan the loss of heritage
associated with the concrete-covered chattel houses, it remains a time-honored social
practice to publicly display home ownership, and now land ownership.

Figure 26: The Lopez house was constructed next door to the slave house Ethyl Lopez used to rent from the
manager at St. Nicholas Abbey.
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4.4 Customary Property Rights in Houses and Yards Established During Slavery

As Chapter Three shows, planter intervention in housing for the enslaved did not occur
significantly until the late period of slavery. Yet, amelioration did not become a legally
sanctioned reform until 1823 (Levy 1980: 21). Secretary of the State for the Colonies, Lord
Bathurst, set forth a series of reforms as official policy in Barbados, one of which was the
allowance of the enslaved to own property (Beckles 2006: 117). Customary rights of the
enslaved were already in practice on the Codrington plantations located in St. John’s
parish, which were left to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts at
the death of Christopher Codington in 1710, and managed by John Gay Alleyne, who
owned St. Nicholas Abbey, during the late period of slavery (Bennett 1955: 1). The
enslaved at these plantations were (1955: 139) “granted a customary right of property in
their huts and personal belongings . . .” Bennett’s study of the Codrington plantations,
published in Bondsmen and Bishop: Slavery and Apprenticeship on the Codrington
Plantations of Barbados, 1710-1838 (1955) traces the changes that occurred on these
estates as the managerial policies were unusually well documented for Barbados. Bennett
noted that planters paid for the construction of new, more permanent housing for the
enslaved as part of the amelioration process that was growing momentum during the late
period of slavery in Barbados (Bennett 1955: 32-33, 100-101; 115-116).

Improving the material conditions of the enslaved was best documented at Codrington,
though it appears that this was not uncommon elsewhere in Barbados, especially on larger
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plantations where health care, education, religious reform, and new houses were
sometimes provided (Beckles 2006: 119-20). The relocation of villages occurred on the
Codrington plantations in 1824, as the enslaved abandoned the “unhealthful Negro yard
near the mansion house” and were relocated to higher ground (Bennett 1955: 115). This
relocation of villages was in keeping with a trend that placed enslaved communities further
from the dwellings of the Whites (Bennett 1955: 115), and the practice occurred on
plantations in other areas of the British Caribbean during this period (Armstrong 1990).

Information either from the historical or archaeological record that pertains to the social
and material life of the enslaved in Barbados is fragmented. What little historical
information there is about housing for enslaved workers is often superficial and biased.
While information about the vernacular architecture that existed on Barbados sugar
plantations is limited, a chronological sequence of housing for the enslaved on the island
suggests that wattle and daub was the predominant and earliest house type (Handler
2002: 132). Wattle and daub construction reveals West African influences largely because
Africans would likely have built the earliest houses themselves. While for Africans, who in
hot damp regions, especially, regarded housing built with organic materials as healthful
because it was easily destroyed in whole or part and rebuilt as a way to control pests, in
Europe such construction, in its basic forms, was associated with the poorest of peasants
(Handler and Bergman 2009). Enslavers enacting Improvement would want such housing
out of its viewshed precisely because of these associations with squalor, in addition to
implementing the new style of expansive vistas that enclosed estates favored. Wood and
stone houses were introduced much later, mainly in the late eighteenth and early
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nineteenth centuries, and are of European form and style (Handler and Bergman 2009).
Moreover, it appears that wattle and daub houses were smaller than the later wood and
stone houses. Archaeological and archival evidence in other parts of the Caribbean seems
to support this observation, and archaeologists have investigated the ruins of stone
houses that date to the late period of slavery in other parts of the Caribbean. Similar stone
houses for enslaved laborers on plantations are well documented throughout the
Caribbean region, though this is not because they were the most common type of houses
for the enslaved, but because most of the other houses were constructed of impermanent
organic materials that perished and did not leave traces in the archaeological record.
4.5 Establishing Property Ownership in Plantation Tenantries: Public Display and Social
Acknowledgment
The actual practice of permissive construction on another’s land has largely gone
unnoticed in the literature. In Barbados, plantation tenants had to negotiate with the
landowner to obtain a house spot, and it is something they did successfully. Examples of
this are provided for in the Newton Plantation Collection held at the Barbados Museum
and Historical Society. This collection details the inner workings of Newton Plantation
during the nineteenth century and contains several accounts and transaction ledgers.
Specifically, this collection includes several day books originating between 1854-1872.
These books provide records of monetary transactions on the plantation, including
accounts payable and accounts receivable for renting plantation housing and lands to
tenants. Through careful reading of the day books and rent books a common trend
becomes observable, including a gradual increase in the rental of house spots and a
decrease in the renewal of plantation housing.
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Census records further demonstrate the island-wide, rapid achievement of home
ownership after emancipation, as more than 70% of all Barbadians owned their homes by
the late 1870s (Census of Barbados 1876, 1921, 1946). The census reports further
document changes in the construction materials of houses by breaking down home
ownership into three distinct categories-- “wood”, “stone”, and “other” (1946: xv). Though
speculative, I interpret the “wood” category as primarily indicating chattel housing. The
numbers and proportions of the occupied housing show an increase in wooden houses—
or chattel houses--between 1871 and 1911, and the number of houses other than wood
showed a continuing decrease from 1871 to 1921. By the census of 1921, there were
33,867 houses of wood (86.6 percent of the total, inhabited by 83.2 percent of the island’s
population) -- more than half being in the urban sprawl of Bridgetown, St. Michael, and
Christ Church. In addition, there were 3,781 stone houses (9.5 percent; inhabited by 10.5
percent of the population), and 1,509 (3.9 percent; inhabited by 4.2 percent of the
population) houses that were of “material other than wood or stone” (Census 1921: 42, 44,
50) (Figure 27). Though the houses described as “other than wood or stone” are not
defined, it is very likely that these were wattle and daub structures. Such houses were
standing in rural Barbados in the early 1960s (Figure 28).
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Figure 27: Census records show an increase in home ownership corresponding with an increase in houses
constructed of wood.
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Figure 28: Example of wattle-daub housing in Barbados. Once the most common housing type in Barbados,
the wattle and daub houses were rapidly replaced after emancipation with chattel houses, built of imported
wood boards rather than naturally occurring and locally available construction materials.

In the 1946 census a similar table demonstrates Houses by Tenure from 1871 to 1946. In
1871, 47.39% of people owned their house, yet in 1881 home ownership increased to
58.46%. In 1891 that percentage jumped to 70.56% and peaked at 76.26% after the first
decade of the twentieth century. Ever since 1891 the island of Barbados has proudly
claimed to be a nation of homeowners by at least seventy percent of the island’s total
inhabitants.

The fact that both wattle-and-daub and stone houses declined in popularity after
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emancipation is inferential evidence that home ownership was achieved through public
display and social recognition, especially since these materials are locally available. In
fact, 6/7th of Barbados’ surface is comprised of coral limestone. The material is overly
abundant and easily worked (Senn 1945), providing an excellent construction material that
is essentially free. Most Barbadians instead built their homes with fire-prone and imported
wood, as the island was deforested by the early-eighteenth century (Handler 2002: 130).

In part this is due to an important architectural feature of the chattel house--mobility. In a
geographic survey of the island in the mid-nineteenth century, plantation laborers were
described by a visitor to Barbados as living in (Cochrane 1851: 50) “small wooden houses”
which were in “. . .a mode of construction which enables them, when tired or displeased
with their locality, to transport them elsewhere.” The entire practice of moving wooden
houses is still common in Barbados and some Caribbean territories, and probably
originated during the late period of slavery when many laborers were relocated to new
settlements. Rev. James Curtin provided testimony in 1833 on whether the enslaved in
Antigua were required to work on Sundays. Curtin defensively replied (1833: 138):
I know of one circumstance:--there was, when I first went, a custom of moving
wooden houses on Sundays, because they could not get the strength sufficient to
draw the house about on other days; that custom has ceased entirely within the last
three years.
Whether a house was built of wood or stone after emancipation was largely a matter of
signifying land ownership, with permanent building materials only being displayed once
tenure in land was secured. In the 1960s anthropologist Sidney Greenfield identified this
pattern during his study of family relationships at the village of Enterprise Hall, which was
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an early Barbadian freehold settlement. Greenfield noted that because Enterprise Hall was
not owned by a large sugar estate, the typical “own-house-but-not-land” rule of the island
did not exist (1966: 89), and out of a total of 135 functioning households in the village, 106
owned both house and land, while 22 houses were owner-occupied on rented land
(1966:89). In comparison, only three families were not able to own their own house and
were forced to rent a home. Greenfield (1966: 89) finds “[t]he great value placed on home
ownership makes every man strive to be able to own the house in which he and his family
lives.” Describing the permanent versus impermanent construction materials for housing in
the village he finds that (1966: 90): “Of the 156 buildings in the village, 46 (30 percent) are
at least part stone. The stone is locally quarried limestone. This percentage is larger than
is usual on the island, this again being the result of land ownership.”

Another ethnographic study in the rural village of Endeavor described the relationship of
building materials to land tenure (Sutton 1969: 98): “In physical appearance, one could not
easily distinguish between the tenantries from the freehold areas. The only major
departure from this pattern were the twenty more substantial privately owned stone and
cement houses that were located in the freehold areas.” The material practices
surrounding public displays in land or home ownership likely developed gradually during
the post-emancipation period, as a well-documented study of the first Barbadian freehold
village at Rock Hall shows. Houses at Rock Hall that were constructed by the formerly
enslaved on their parcels of land did not represent such status with permanent
construction materials. In fact, it was the quite the opposite, as Marshall shows (2007: 39)
that: “By 1849 Edward Carmichael had erected two houses on his lot: a spacious (340
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square feet) shingled house with detached kitchen and oven; and a wattle house with 85
square feet of floor space.” Another man of high social status from Rock Hall built two
houses on his lot of land, both being “mainly of stone” with gabled and shingle roofs, that
were of less rental monetary value than the shingle or wattle and daub houses of Mr.
Carmichael (2007: 39-40). Moreover, not only was it common for the former enslaved to
build multiple housing types on their privately owned land at Rock Hall, but the founders of
this village did not use the land to become peasant agriculturists. Rather, what little land
they owned became shared with family members to remove loved ones from the (2007:
44) “constraints and constant hassle of living in a plantation tenantry.”

Caribbean planters were often in property disputes with tenants after attempting to
confiscate the latter’s houses, and as a result it was determined in 1878 by common law
(based on those from England) that “what is annexed to the land becomes part of the land”
(cited in Glenn and Toppin-Allahar 1997: 373). At present the “Law of Fixtures” survives
throughout the West Indies and stipulates that any property which is physically attached to
the land is within the power of the landowner. Legal battles between landowners and
tenant housing continue over such matters as arrears in rent or the sale of land (Glenn
and Toppin-Allahar 1997: 372).

Certainly, laws such as these influenced not only the building materials in the development
of the chattel house, but also the foundation the impermanent house rests on. In a survey
of the housing stock in plantation tenantries conducted in the 1990s, it was found that
loose rubble coral stones of the house foundation were changed to concrete immediately
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following the purchase of land or when security of land tenure was obtained (Watson and
Potter 2001: 76). Since tenant-owned chattel houses were set on piles of stones, and not
affixed to the landowner’s property, they were able to ensure ownership could not be
transferred to the planter through the Law of Fixtures. Their homes were thus deemed
“chattel” or personal property. By 1878 most Barbadians already lived in owner-occupied
houses, and the legal decision by the planter class was likely the final stage in the
transition from an informal property system to one that became legally finalized. Given the
legal consciousness that Barbadians had already well developed by the time of
emancipation, it would be surprising indeed if this move toward houses that were personal
property was not a purposeful innovation against capitalist intrusion into the core of social
life.

4.6 Reading future Landscapes of Property
Did property mean something different for Africans in the New World than it did for whites?
Were black people’s families, communities, and ideas of property derived from Africa, and
not European, traditions? Or was its meaning necessarily informed by how the formerly
enslaved understood capitalism and how to not treat each other? As I have shown, an
“African” versus “European” either/or binary is not helpful, for whatever parallels with
African practices exist in Barbados, Barbadians intertwined them with what they learned
while living there over many generations. Indeed, the Barbados chattel house and African
Caribbean family land are each significant because they were inalienable property that
thwarted White efforts of control. Neither housing nor land operated as market
commodities by African diasporans during the emancipation era.
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My new analysis of the chattel house draws inspiration from Jane Guyer’s thesis that
Atlantic Africans value investments in people above all, which is achievable only through
the accumulation of rights in property rather than money capitol (Guyer 2004: 9-10). I also
draw heavily from Karl Polanyi’s theory of the double movement, which he proposed
in The Great Transformation (2001 [1944], which shows one side of the movement as
laissez faire--or the efforts by diverse groups to expand the scope and influence of market
societies. On the other side of the movement is protection–the innovations, again by a
wide range of social actors, that insulate the fabric of social life from the destructive impact
of capitalism. Using Polanyi’s concept of the double movement with critical theory allows
for an interpretation of the chattel house and family land throughout the Caribbean as the
micro-foundation of a protective counter movement against the expansive capitalism of
plantation sugar production, based on coercive labor arrangements. Polanyi’s double
movement can help us understand how the tensions between laissez faire capitalism and
innovations to protect against capitalism’s incursions into human life sometimes open
opportunities for agents to gain the power to challenge and change the institutional
structures of market societies (Block 2008).

From this perspective, the chattel house thus promotes and protects the core aspects of
African Caribbean social life after emancipation by materially encapsulating other cultural
institutions, including kinship, economy, aesthetics, morality, and legal consciousness.
Indeed, it developed as a solution to a specific problem: the constant threat of having
one’s family or economic livelihood stolen away through the practice of racialized
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dispossession (housing evictions). Chattel houses functioned the same way as African
Caribbean family land in this sense. Each form developed after slavery to ensure property
and family relations could be made and maintained. Both the chattel house and family land
are where independent economic activity occurred. Houses, house-yards, and family land
are where people grew cash crops, raised livestock, drank and sold rum, and provided
valued services throughout the African Caribbean community.

Tracing the development of the plantation tenantry system at St. Nicholas Abbey and the
plantation tenant’s response that allowed for home ownership certainly shows that the
enslaved had a deep understanding of how property relations differed between African
and European traditions. In working to remake property after slavery, Barbadians did not
turn from cooperative “African” values to embrace competitive “modern” American values
of acquisitive individualism. They did negotiate their access to resources through social,
rather than legal, practices. The manipulation of their material world was crucial to
transform their possessions into outright property ownership. This is not unique to
Africans, Europeans, or Americans. Every society must struggle for resources and to
belong, but the terms of struggle are always socially and historically contextual. Reading
the future landscapes of property will require new interpretive models and methodologies
and may even reshape how property itself is understood in the twenty-first century.
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